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The Only
Counby
Afternoon Daily
In 'Murray And 
Calloway 
United Press International In Our 88th Year
•
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, January 30, 1967
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Circulation
Both In Gty;
And in Could%
Vol. LX.XXVIII No. 24
Seen & Heard
o Around
MURRAY
Mr. L. E. easier af North Sixteenth
Street ran across a copy of the
Detroit Times which he had pur-
chased on December 1, 1927 tor
price at two centa. He put it in
• the bottom of • trunk where it
hes belleUnNurilnulalefs_IMIKff. id
years. •
He found it lad weekend while
enicing for mene things and
brought it in for U. to See
The lead story was on the new
A Model Ford which was Just
corning out "The prices of the
new Ford are basioaily the mine
as those of the Model T cars', the
story said, -production of which
ended six months ago it was an-
nounced toeley" The story tines
on to say that the Tudor Sedan
eta seas for $496: the Pordor
Sedan inn sedi for 1670; the coupe
for $495: the spert coupe for
$660; the touring Is, ureihanged
pane as ever at $396 The road-
• ster mar for $386
---
A tan page tad proclaimed that
the new Model A has four wheel
brakes. 40 horse power motor a
rna.ximum weed at over 60. long-
IC•atlarsed Oa Page Three)
. University
School Honor
Roll Is Given
Six atudente at Murray Univer-
any echoed- made A's in all sub-
• jecui attempted for the second
nine weeks of the 1966-6'7 term,
aoconding to the releam from the
school
They were Mary Erel Winter,
eighth grade, Joy Swann. Betsy
Riley, and Marcie Hayes, ninth
grade, Kim Brants eleventh grade;
Kathy Rayburn. twelfth grade
The fallowing students made the
honor roil by maintaining a B
or above steerage:
7th Grade — Dan Anderson,
Dianne Clark, Jan Tie. Drake
Hale David Keller. Kathy Jack-
son. Kittle Kemp, Nancy Kurrave,
Reernond Laker. Dermas Lane,
thisan McCarus Terry Obert. and
Mazy 'Din
Stb Grade - Mary Jane Buch-
anan, Mark Ethenton. Annette
Houston, Nancy Peterson, Jo Anne
Roberts, Christy Scott. Jane Scott.
Ray Smith and Norma Weis
9th Grade — Mary Caudill,
Vickie Copeland, Susan Easterly,
Kens Chanson, brit:gene Hopkins,
Gayle Roger., Peter Whist and
Cindy Wager
10th Grade - Steve Arant, Bob
Alms Christine Kodman. Jay
Richey, and Ralph Tesseineer,
11th Grade — Donna Kegers,
• Ronnie Conon, Glen Hughes, and
• Martha Kemp
'1.2th Grade — Becky Bailey,
armee Gantt. Rebecca Hendon
Me Jeff ream, Andrea Kemper,
gamy Lynn, Kathy Scott. and
Larry Wright.
Court Of Honor To
Be Held Tonight
Boy Scout Troop 77 will have a
Court of Honor In the Ecturntional
Building of the First Cluistain
Church tonight at 700 o'clock
The public is, cordially invited
to attend
 411111.111INIIMI
fr-, WEATHER REPORT
•
By United Pm. International
Will Higgins "Bill" Mennen, left, and Oscar Skinner, right accept certificates of appreciation
from het master Levier . towel on their retirement from the 10. al panto: fice. %%Until has been
with the department since 1921 and Skinner since 1941
Two Are Named In
Heart Fund Drive
Two Calloway County residents
have been appointed La leader-
ship poets in the 1967 Heart Fund
Drive, it was announoen by the
Kentudo Hart Association.
They are Mrs. WOW Ann 1610
Ksenthint Drive, Special Events
She is the Treasurer
at a asinesethellie Social Soror-
ity, nela Illpas Pitl, here in Mur-
ray. Sawa Barbara Dowdy. Pre-
Welt Of the Panhelink Council
of Murray Mate University, wlfl
seree as ehaimian of the Read
Sunday Drees. -
1210 (litre WIN February 1 and
Ube nientli.
A house-to-holm solicitation will
be held al Heart Sunday, Pebru-
tun M.
"The effective use of Heart
Fund dollars for research, com-
munity service and educatton has
brought out an encouraging in-
crease in the number of patient/
who. lives were spared last yea:,
however, heart and related di,-
eases still account for more death.
than all other causes combined,"
Mrs. Adis said
Nelson And Neal To
Be Featured Thursday
Nenoe and Neal, Australian-
American duo-pianists. will be
featured in an illustrated lecture
"The Piano Muerte of Johannes
Beduins" at 8 00 pin on Thurs-
day. February 2, in the Music
Builiflug Auditortum at the bni-
varsity of Tenneasee at Martin
?Jenson and Neal, who have play-
ed more concerts than any other
two piano team during the past
ten years, and who are scheduled
to play en around-the-world con-
cert tour next fal, have served
the University of Tennessee at
Martin aa faculty artists mince the
autumn of 1986 During test time,
they have reached not only the
nudents at UTM, but also the
piano teachers and non-profession-
al musk lovers of the West Ten-
nessee area through a varied ser-
ies of lectures, workshops, audit-
ions, and demonstration teaching
As professional performers and
teachers. Nelson and Neat have
evidenced a particular devotion to
the piano music of the 19th cent-
ury congener. Johannes Brahma,
and in their lecture MI tare
with students, teachem, and the
Interested public their knowledge
of this °amputees art The lecture
Is open to the public, and there
will be no admiesion fee
Two Calls Answered
By FirelDepartment
Two cane were annwered by the
Murray Fire Depertment over the
by United Press International weekend. according to the depart-
West kentUcky — Clear to part- menu records.
al el a little wanner this Saturday at 6 30 p.m they 
were annoying to me. That situation is
afternoon nd tonight. Tuesday called to a home on Peggy Ann the Celvttrese
ct rodeneinof Monte
partly cloudy and continued mild. Drive where nes.* in • skillet 
in regard to the mailbox in front
leo this afternoon 58-86 Low was on fire. The flames were out 
of the Poet office.
legtight mostly in the Me. High on arrival a the firemen. 
The poen office hes been
Tienday manly in the 60ts Out- A false alarm at 12th and Payne 
tha(*htful enough to install a
14114t for Wenneeciey: Considerable Street was received by the 
Bre- Mailbox no you need not leave
Mffidines. men at 3:30 am. Sunday. 
tenatinaed On Page Three)
Two Retire
From Service
Kt Poitoffice
W H i Brill Vnutnell and Cacez
C Skinner. retired employees of
the Murray Postoffice were pre-
sented cerUlicates, of retirement
at the special family style dinner
held by the postottice employees
on Friday evening at the Triangle
Inn.
MAWR has served as %g__
re& WS WNW for Murray HOW
One linineffip neen with the Pint.
office thltelleaMit since October
Urn In • ipacts1 letter from Les-
ter Nanny, Murray Postmaster, to
WI-lanai. he said "first of all we
join with hundreds of fine Cal-
loway County citizens id the area
which you have served as car-
rier in taking note of your loyal
and fart/dui service to those
who counted on you through all
kinds of weather and all kinds of
condlUoris for their postal needs."
The retired rural carrier is mar-
ried to the former Charlotte Kirk
end they reside on Olive Street
Skinner wend as custodian of
the pnstothoe with his tenure at
service starting August 8, 1941.
In hia letter to Skinner, Nanny
said "your record of performance
of your duties is a good one You
have been loyal and trustworthy
at all time, For this you are en-
titled to commendation and
praise"
The invocation was given by
Norman Klapp and the rxeaenta-
trona made
Those present were Pestinsater
Nanny and Mrs. Nanny. Assistant
Prienester Cleo Sykes and Mrs
Sykes Bigot of Malls G.B Jones
and Mrs Jones. Means and Mesda-
mes Whit:tell Klapp. John Limiter,
Randoiph Story, Jerry Ford, Mar-
ne Iamb, J Raymond Jones,
Lloyd I Boyd. Hilrard Rogers,
L C Hendon. J W Young, Hat-
ton Garner, Thomas Bell Robest
Young, and Boyce MeOuiston
I
Also Weending were Dale Sekes,
Pete Parley, Sammy K. tes.rley,
Oscar Elner, Cheries Richard-
son. and Preston Jones
Other ampkimes and their Wee
unable to attend were Meows and
Meedarnee Boyd Linn, Sherrill
Outland Ramie Parker. Darrell
Scott, Ray Newsome, Donald
Orawidia, terry Hurt, Milliard
Carman, and Tom Herndon.
Letter To The Editor
Mr J. C. Williams, Fnii.or
Ledger and Tales
Murray, Kentucky
Dear Mr. Williatrun
For the two and one hair years
I have lived in Murray many
things have annoyed me, but one
situation in particular 'MOWS more
•
•
Staff Photo by Ed Collie
FTA At Calloway
Holds First Meet
The PTA chapter ci the Oallo.
mitt County High &hod had their
One meeting of the year on
Thursday. January 26
William Ram, president, caned
the meeting to order end led In
the opening Man. Nona Bowen,
secretary, read the minutes from
the last chapter and executive
committee meetings The nineesut
were approved as read
The business consisted of
number of discussions concerning
the newly adopted' candy project,
siso arientorrat plans
nods concerning the spring ban-
S'gni the okib patty to
held in the future
The program was presided over
by Ruth Bennett, vice-president.
The program was proceeded by
the able reading by Miss Ben-
nett The program coneeted of a
contest between the members on
"Rating our echoed". Prises were
given for the beet suggestions
made on how to improve the rat-
ings of the action'.
Fort Campbell GI,
Two Children Killed
FT CAMPBELL Kg VPt — A
19-year-old soldier and two young
children were killed Saturday
when a live grenade left in an
abandoned car exploded. Two oth-
er chddren were hospitalized with
serious injuries
The sokier, who was apparent-
ly examining the grenade when
it disoharged, was identified as
Dourness le Carnes of Bloomington.
The deed children were Belinda
Donnegen, 10, and Michael Chin-
terra, 7. Michael altine. 9, un-
derwent emergency airges7 at the
110101111 eine Mew Donna Jr.,
S. wee treated end rthinsed.
The yourepiters were playing in
a wooded area near their homes
when they found the deadly weap-
on In • rusty, junk car, state
Mettler, said
The youngsters apparent)), took
the grenade to Gaines, and the
crowd gathered on the porch of
the Donnegen home.
Gaines apparently pulled the
pin by mistake, police said, and
moon& later it exploded.
The Weep occurred in the
nearby Oak Grove Cannuinity.
BOARD TO MEET
The executive board of the Wo-
man's Mlatesonary Society of the
letrat Saprast Church will meet at
the home of the president, Mrs.
Edgar Slitrley, on Tuesday, Jan-
uary 31. at seven pm. Al boatel
members and counselors of the
youth groups are urged to attend.
OVER THE TOP
Series le and H Savings Bones
maks in Calloway County during
Deoeniber were 921.130 bringing
the year's sides to $199,816 or i06n
of the county's annual goal of
4100.180 Lerner Nanney is Bond
Sales °Kalman.
•
Funerals Of
Astronauts
Are Held
By AL ROSSITRIli Jr.
United Pres. International
CAPE ICENNEDY 1.P1 — The
bodses of the nation's three dead
astronauts were nom today to
their burial sites — two in Arl-
ington Cemetery and the thini at
West lecent.-
An Air Force nit madding the
bathes of Lt. Cot Virgil Otte Gris-
som. Lt. Col. Edward H. White ri
and Lt. Cmdr. Roger B Chaffee
was met by an honor guard at
Andrews Air Force Base outside
Wsstungton when It arrived.
After leaving the bodies of Gris-
som and Chaffee, who will be
buried in Arlington National
Cemetery with military honors
Tuesday. it continued on, °writ-
ing the body of White, the nat-
ion's tine space-walker, to West
Point He will be buried at the
U13 Military Academy Cemetery
at Highland Falls, N. Y., Tuesday.
In Secnrook. Tex . near the
apace center where the three had
trained for the first Apollo moon-
craft flight, Grine= and White
were euiogized at a memorial ser-
ener attended by thetr famines,
their friends and their apace col-
leagues
"Eatery Unneesuary"
Of their deaths in the taming
Apollo rocket during a sestuaued
test flight Friday, the Rev. Con-
rail Walborn. pester of the Sea-
brook Methodist Church, told the
mourners that their lives were
such as to make "aidogy unneces-
Of White Winborn said: -We
imow what Ed stood for. and it
eras right and rod. His UM la
Ist.desioribed through the tme if
the word comosetaient Hu life
meant commitment — commit-
ment to nation and space explor-
ation. commitment to (amity, CCM-
mamma to church and a:immun-
ity.'
Morale& tribute was paid Oda-
sons by the Her Roy Van Tas-
sel of his home town of Mitchell,
Ind , who said death "la • stepp-
ing stone from one world to an-
other"
Van Tassel said: "I'm awe it
would be his wish that each of us
continue and have no thought of
anything being stopped or charig-
ed because of his having taken
this step."
The two flag-draped coffin., of
Grimm and Chaffee were car-
ried in isinhed silence from the
plane by back-clad airmen to two
hearses for the journey to Arling-
ton Burial en-vicar will be held
there Tueschty.
Similar Services Held
Similar services were hekl for
Chaffee Sunday On each occas-
ion. three fellow astronauts made
a fly-by in the traditional Air
Force salute to • fallen comrade.
They flashed by in NASA jets
In traditional "open slot" tradition
with one potation vacant
The Jet which carried the deal
astronauts num Cape Kennedy
left under cloudless thrifts within
sight of launch pad 34 where they
perished
--
Leslie Jean Clark
In Sigma Iota Alpha
MUNCeE, Ind — Leslie Jean
Clark, Murray Kentucky, grad-
uate student at Ball State Uni-
versity. lhas recently been initiat-
ed as a pledge of Iota Oh! Chap-
ter of Samna Mipha Iota profes-
sional fraternity for women in the
field of musk
Miss Cleat, a vielia.allOw r.-
the daughter of Mr and Mrs,
Larne Neil Clark 811 Sha-Wa
Court, Murray, Kentucky.
Minor Accident
On Court Square
A miner traffic accident occur-
red Saturday at 5:06 p.m. in the
alley back of Dale dr Stubblefield
•Store, but no INTIM!! were
reported. seconding to the Mur-
ray Police Department
The Poike cited one person for
excretive noise over the weekend,
Recording to the department re-
cords.
Max B. Hurt
Max Hurt Will Be
Auxiliary Speaker
Max Hurt of Kirksey will be the
guest meeker at the Americanism
dinner to be held by the Amer-
ican Legion and American Leg-
ion Auxiliary on Monday. Febru-
ary 6, at 6.30 pm. at the Holiday
The invocation wild be given by
Rev Henry McKenzie, minister of
First Presbyterian Church and
diegnain of the Murray Pest.
Itheuttry is the month all
American Legion Posts observe
the prim:nem of freedom for our
great connery led down by two
great presidents, Abraham Lan-
coin and George Washington, said
H T Waldrop commander of the
Murray Legion Post
A brief business meeting will be
held immediately following the
dinner and program A door prize
will be given
Mrs. Claude Anderson. Ameri-
canism chairman of the Auxiliary,
arid Bryan Tolley, co-.in,
are taking reservations for the
dinner Cali 402-8117 or 753-1346
by Saturday for reservations
Chicago Residents Dig Out;
Three Inches Snow On Sunday
By RON YOUN6131,000
United Preee Internal/011M
CHICAGO .1.11 — Midwest re-
Milburn Dunn One Of
Many Marooned In
Snow Storm Thursday
Mfburn Dunn. son of Mrs. Hal-
let Dunn, .Kutwood Drive, Mur-
ray, wrie mu of the many persons
martinicerThn the Mon etorrn that
hit northern Illinois and Indiana
last Thursday. 4(
Dunn, a furniture selenium, had
let his home in Westchester, Ill.,
a surbuth of Chicago, last Mon-
day metrning for a selling trip to
Peoria, DI., and points in Indiana.
He Was stranded at Kentland, Ind..
located at the intersection of
Highways 41 and 24 on Thurs-
day and had to spent the night
in his oar and in a mall more
nearby.
Friday night he was able to
stay in a &hoot house with many
more stranded persons; but there
was no hest or lights in the bund-
ing and Dunn mid he had never
been that cold even when IT was
serving with the United tates
Marines during World Wag IT.
Dunn was able to get to West
Lafayette, Ind, on Saturday' and
got a room in a motel that night.
He was able to get to his home
on Sunday about two pm.
His wife, the former Dorothy
Workman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jahn Waltman at Mturay,
and their two daughters, .Deborah
and PaOrlcia, were amine maroon-
ed at their home. but Mrs. Dunn
said they wens aine to get to a
neighbortioad grocery store for
and bread. They were unable
to get then awr cast of their *he-
wer anent:ad to vralk to the,,gro-
eery stare Meng with the mime
other residents of the Chicago
area
Information Sought In Murder
Of Woman; Reward Is Offered
Marshall County Sheriff Joe
Teen Haktom posted up to a $6,000
reward for Information leading
to the identification and prosecu-
tion of the person or persons who
murdered Kra Irlei Mae Solomon.
Conviction of the accused per-
son is not a remstrement for re-
ceiving the reward — only infor-
mation assuring officers they can
Breckinridge Tracts
Will Be Auctioned
The General Services Adminis-
tration has Just let • contract to
Kurtz Auction & Realty Co. of
Princeton. Ky. to auction 48 tracts
of the Old Camp Etreokinridge
Military C,amp near Morgardield,
Ky. The *melon is to be held on
February 25 and will take place
In a theater on the portion of the
poet now °erupted by the federal
Job Corp Center.
This will be Use third auction
of Camp Breckinridge Land In the
mist 1 sa years. All of these sales
have been conducted by Kurtz
Auction & Realty Co. in the first
auction on September 30. 1965, 3,-
900 acres aold for $1,064,000. In
the second sale on March let of
this past year, 22,300 acres sold
for $4,630,000.
In this sae 46 parcels contain-
ing • total of 1135 acres win Well.
a sE1.-111MMILIMICILAS. 13
acres with the basest tract haw-
ing 46 acres. AS of the land sell-
ing is in the barracks area and
there is an average of 13 build-
ings on each tract. The buildings
Menials barracks, mess halls,
chapeis. theaters, supply houses
and other balkUngs. Black top
streets and seciewalics surround
most cif the. tracts.
Utilities on these tracts include
Waif mains, sewers, gas, and
electricity. 'there are no mineral
rights Uses for these tante would
Include agricultural, svarehousing,
'apartments, Industrie& complex,
Inmate, camps, or eomenercial de-
velopment
build a case to present in court,
he said.
Sheriff Haltom and State De-
tective Hugh Page said they have
turnml up several dues which
might pin down the killer if a
lead to locating the person could
be obtained.
Mrs Solomon 49, wife of a our-
ceesettil contractor and bank dir-
ector, was shot to death in her
home the night of December 2.
Approximately $260 in quarters
and dimes, proceeds from a car
waah owned be the Soloman, was
taken from a hiding place in the
home
She was shot twice. with wounds
found in the head and chest. In-
vestigate:we believe she was sur-
prised by an least one intruder In
the family room a the Solomon
home located on Higtrway 96 a-
bout four miles south of Calvert
City
She was murdered sometime be-
tween 125 p.m. and 806 p.m.
4
1.4
(continued On Page Three)
Airman Visits His
Parents Here
Airman Third Class W. Et Cord.
re', his wife, Sheila, and their
daughter. Sheryl, have been visit-
ing his parents, Mr. and" Mrs
0 S. Medley, Sycamore Street,
Murray.
nereame-Owdren haw- beenuskit-
ioned at Perrin Air Force Base at
Sherman, Texas. but haa been
transferred to Finley Air Force
Station at Finley, North Dakota,
Money Is Taken
From Firm Here
Hutaon Chemical Company was
entered sometime over the week-
end it weir reported today •
Silver left in the cash drawer
was taken, amounting to $25 to
$30 ma reported Some juveniles
were questioned today by City
Pollee in connection with the
theft
•••
4
sidents who strained resources
and backs to clear away jun ds
semblance of a record, ccenrinunty
isolating snow storm, awoke today
to find mare snow on the ground.
The new snow, gentle compared
to the • million -dollar monster
which struck a life-stalling blow
at northern Illinois, northern In-
diana and southern MktUgan, be-
gan Sunday.
An additional three Inches of
Yards - ageism nunckay, even
an can, county and 'state crews
struggled to make roads ready for
this morning's rush-hour traffic.
The new fall ran the mow
depth in the Clinitogo area to an
even two feet. More snow, on a
hit-or-miss basis. was forecast for
today.
More Snow Hlts
An inch of new snow fell on
South Bend and Fort Wayne, Ind.,
in a six-hour period ending to..
day, Two inches fell at Dayton,
Ohio and mattered nurriee pre-
vailed from the Great Lakes s-
ent:es the northeastern states.
Wind storms struck the Patine
Northwest toppling trees., mesh-
Mg windows and downing unlit/
lines Sunday.
The ton from the worst we
ever to hit Chicago. and sten
rounding areas of northern Mlch-
igen, continued to mount.
Lasses in wages and business
profits due to the adorns were en-
meted to reads a quarter a a
billion doilare by mid-week.
Deena Tell Climbs
The storm-neaten death toll
elimbed to 76. Thirty-nine of the
deaths metered in arid areund
Chicago teldhisun counted 1111, In-
diana e. Wisconsin 5 and Oithe 2.
More than 1 million Chlirego
area school children bed -themes
orncelad man Weir .711150•0
fact main arteries had been clear-
ed the suhurts of Chicago and
hundreds of individual nelehbon
hoods 'could only be readied if
lone walks throuab and over drift.
I-engine to 10 feet deep.
Chicsans freeway system, se-
cond only to Los Angeles' In size,
was basically useable. But city of-
ficials pleaded with commuters to
leave their autos at home.
There remained pockets of Iso-
lated humanity in the °Mow°
area, mostly in suburban and un-
incorporated areas. Offirlals re-
ported milk, bread and fuel hied
been brought. sometimes on foot
to needy areas Mail delivery re-
maned Sunday.
Airports Open
Chicago's major airports resum-
ed operation today Rantoul
schedules were nearly normal.
The number of arrests following
a wave. of anowcovered }mune cat
Chiesona West Side climbed to
(Continued On Page same)
None Injured
In Accident
On Saturday
An accident occurred Saturday
at 7:46 pin. on Kentucky 121 a-
bout four miles south of Murray
near the home of Andrew Winton,
The ShertiTs office reported
that Jimmy Wheetley was pro-
ceding east on 121 In a 1966 Ford
and Miss Paula Allbrttten was
preceeding west In. a 1969 Inside
Deputy Harcbe Keno mid that
Wheatley crowd over the center
line and struck the Anbritten car,
then 'proceeded for 240 steps be-
fore stopping. The Allbritten car
was puled off on the shoukier,
Kelso all. to avoid the collis-
ion. No one was injured in the
accident.
Kelso said if the Atbrnten ear
had not pulled oft the road onto
the 'boulder there would have
been a headon
Earl Wilson, Sr. was in an auto-
mobile behind the Allbritten car
and witnessed the incident Mies
Judy Howard was a passenger ht
the Allbritten car
Wheatley was charged with
DWI by State Trooper Guy 7nr-
ner and was Awed in the Callo-
way County jail Saturday night.
He was released on bond later.
 ;.•
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Television Schedule
Channel 5-Wi.A.C-TV
CBS
We el Jan. 211 - Feb. 4
Jackson Channel 7 and
Network Program" Also On
Cape Girardeau Channel 12
A. It MONDAY THKOUGS
FRIDAY. DA TTEMZ
OAS Farm Nein
110 0.4., JUNO=
7:45 Moeda( Nene
7:1111 1&.ns1n4 Weather
000 Calitata Kampen*
900 Mite Douglas ,
/0:011 An of Mayberry
10:30 Dick Van Dyke
11•00 Love et litte
2125 Joseph Henn
trio March for Tbrecerole
U•46 The Ouldbig Light
P. IL MONDAY TEROUCIII1
?MAY. APTILeJt00111
1200 The Wren At Noce
1.2115 Old 71111e eengleg Cooventem
13:30 As The VOsid Turns
1:00 Pa/sward
Lee House Party
1110 To Tell The Truth
3:20 Doug Edwards News
8:30 Mtge at Neitti
810 Secret Morro
3:30 roomy and Least*
11.10 2141 Show
CM CMS Droning News via Wei
ler Crcniteme
IlleTVRDA •
Jammer, Ol
11:00 llnevass Osinwiew
1:01 ladle BM Varner
11:111 Mighty Mouse
8:39 Underdog
9:110 Preakenstein Jr.
0.30 Spec, Mode
111:00 Supermen
• 111:30 Lane Ranter
11:00 Palm?. Parts
12:00 Tom and Jerry
12111 Road Renner
1:11e The BsaUes
1:30 DoMe Delis
-1-40 ellisinpieaship Estreing
310 CBS Golf Classic
4 Delneri
coo rav r - Aseems
5:30 Napo Mudd
519 Newebeat
0:15 Roder Weather
1111 This, in /Marie
Lis Jackie Gleason
719 MOM* "N" Petticoats
8:00 Illsolon: impossible
1110 °unmake
10-00 Eienirdny New,
10 IS Rana Weattsw
10 20 Taber in Sports
10 30 Pilaw of the 501
12 30 Night 'Train
SCNDAN
Janii.ary
CIO Sunria• Semen.
710 LesPerres Paintly
7:30 Chuck Wagon Gang
111:10 Beasem's Jubilee
6:00 Paeans fits 'telt*
10 00 Camera Three
MAID Ptah ler 'Thew
Win PaPeve and Priends
1130 Pace the NaUon
12-00 TEA
12-46 Mangle:et Times
110 Fend* iseketball
1:111 CBS Sports
3:05 Witeams
410 elpeladown
4:39 Arnateaur Houe
114111 31st Centry
510 Death Valty Day's
$-30 Ite‘Wirritit Tine
Ile Rd Sulehigi Stem
8 00 CBS Pia Vh. •La.
9 00 Candid Carriers
9-30 What's My Line
50:00 ehmelay New
10:15 Fader Weeither
10:20 Wood 74 Waters
A:M 1JIon Dealer Movie
4.2:M Min Off
• MONDAY EVENING
January le
8:49 Iteinikeet •
I:10 Radar Weeihria
1:211 Tod's, IDOwls
O-30 OWi land
7:00 Rim. Paddy. Ftun
7:20 The. Ismy Show
11:00 Andy °mem IS
8:30 Moyle at the Weds
10:15 BM News
10.20 Radar Weather
10-36 Toler In Sport"
10 46 To Tell the Truth
1113 When Dollar Mane
1246 Sign Off
PM TL'ESDAY IEV1311100
January 11
COO Newubeat
: 16 Bader Weather
CM Today In Spore,
6:30 • Punta Affair
7110 Marshal Dillon
7:20 Red illnillen
840 Petdoost Junattan
9 00 CBS Reporta
•
9:30 CBS Res:arta
1:011 The rag Newt
11:11 Radar Weather
10:30 Today In 101:olle
10-30 Millen Dollar Mons
1210 Men OR
P16 WEDNESD A Y IMCVLNO
Fe Meer. I
01111 Plemet eat
O:18 Rieder Weather
410 WOW to SPorle
4:211 Lon in Spaoe
7:30 Derrerty
815 Often Acres
1:21 Gamer Pyle
9-09 Let's Go to The races
9 00 Marshall Dillon
10.00 The lag News
10:15 Beam Weather
10:30 Today In Sports
10 10 Darmy Kaye
1119 DMus Daum Morn
_LIE INN Oa
FM 1•11DISDAYRY11241140
Febteary
Newabeet
4:11 Radar Weather
4:20 Today In Sports
6:30 Jericho
7-30 My Three Sons
-ap leawaday Nina „Mavis
10 Big News
10 40 Radar Weather
10 45 Today tn Sports
10 56 Minton Dollar Movie
12 30 Sign Off
February 3
9111111hinheat
f:W Wear Weather
01111 Was le Scone
8.30 Yining Pewee Concert
7.1# Milgen's Heroes
CM *May Night Movie
MEM Big News
10:10 ander Weather
31:110 TtelisSn Sporos
111:46 Pike of 501
1.2 15 Merit Treon
12 45 Sign Off
9:30 Herald of Truth
10.00 Protestant Service
10:00 This o the Life
10Y10 The Answer
U:00 Pope.,
11:30 rile So
11:30 Meet tear Press
13:00 Meet the Press
12:30 Cathotic Hy:
1:00 Weekend at Movies
3:30 Los Anges Golf Tourney
5-00 Prank McGee
6:30 Bell Teembone Hour
630 Wooderful World of or
7:30 Hey landlord
8:00 Roparda
9-00 Royal Palaces
10:00 Newt Weather, Sports
10:15 Week:end at the Movies
Jar/nary 00
6 30 News
6:45 Orange Bold Game
1010 News
10:15 TtasTIMEIMAW--- .
PM TUESDAY KVID41/10
January 31
6:30 The (',rl from D. N. O. 1.. P.
710 Oceareowal
11:05 Tuevelay N st the Monet
310 News Pleturli
10:3 lisidght 'wane Woke)
30 MIDNESDA
February I
6:110 Virginian
8-00 Bob Hope
1:1M I Sp,
WNW Ikea Picture
411-.113 Accent
11:00 'Tonight Shoo (Color
30 T1RB^.DAY EVENING
February
IONS Daniel Boone
7-30 Jack The ry
O 30 Abe Loo
9-00 Dean Martin Show
10-00 News Picture
10-15 Tonight Show (Oder)
varDAT AFTELNOON
lig11:30 Tamen
7:20 Man Pram la N C I- I.
6_wpsD_1v 5:30 T. H. T. Cat
1:0i Used°
February 3
NBC /0:15 Tontrio rare
Network Programs Abe On
Naahville 1. hit ritiel 4
Week Jos - Feb 4
ramA• oarrnaz
7:40 Today Show
Fie Romper Ftoom
11311 NBC News
O.30 Concentration
10-00 Chain Letter
10.30 Showdown
11 :011 Jeopardy
11% "'engin' nountry
1111 NBC Deo Report
P. 11L MONDAY TwitorCill
FEIDAY, AFTERNOON
1240 News. Pam Markets
12 15 Pastor Spain
12:20 Let's Make a Oast 'Dolor)
12:66 NBC New,
1:00 Days of our Livia
1:20 The Doctors
3:10 Another World
3-29 Tam Dan% Bay r Oskar)
8:611 16sileb Ouse iColcri
1:31 MC Allinnoen Report
1.30 &ore 4
4:1111 Pomp
4:39 Cbsgenne
515 Huntley-Brinklee
0:00 News
11:10 Weather
6:211 Oporto
1:M
7:36
7:54
8:00
SATCILDAT
January 118
RTD-TY
A* the Pimioe Post
News
Super 6
820 AU= Ant
9.00
9:30
10-00
10-30
1100
U -20
12-00
12-30
100
2 00
4 00
5.0Q
1:00
6:30
700
7.30
0-00
10:00
10 15
10:30
Pthitestones
Kidettes
Secret Squirrel
The Jeunia
Cool McCool
Marine Bey
AnImel Secret.
Findebsonlans
Fun and Games
SEC Doecetball
Sheen Wonderful World of
Oobf
Los Angles Go./ Tourney
Porter Wagoner
Flipper
Please Din't Eat the Daisies
Get Smart
Sat NIght Movie
News. Weather Ar Sporte
News. Weather. Sports
Weekend at the Movies
SUNDAY
ter,
700 rattli for Tole)
7:00 Chaexl ni,ichag Adage
11:W Paducah Devollgia
5:3 Illemiltion Brothers Quintet
•
THE LEDGER 0 IMES - 
MURRAY, KENTI7CRE
New Documentary On CBS; Video Drama; Royal
Palace And Treasures On NBC; 1910 Title Bout
By JACK GAYER.
/Ogled Press Intersatienal
NEW YORK Tie -The CBS-
TV networt introduces a new hak-
hour weddy documentary series
called 'The Ma Ceotury" on Sun-
day. a successar to the ducontin-.01
ued long-run The 20th Centure.
The same network presents on
aunday the first play of what it
plans as an irregularly scheduled
project of new &brutal video
&arras
NBC has a documentary on
British royal peaces and their
treasures, rOpeate the -Abe Lin-
coln in Illinois" dramas and covers
the next to
Bob HoPe.8
redmg as a
out who is
hen
-The Road w,-.7 on NBC pre-
-.
seeds "A 3.f3ieity Hunter Before
the Lord" A proud Mel hunter
Week for • living when he no
longer Mtn l Illa lieNS
The Fare or the Antagonist"
on NW's Run For Your Life"
Ina Pete ' Bryan helping an p-
al? who is charged with murder-
ChartnP1 8 - WSIX-TV
ABC
Network Programs Alse On
Harrisburg Channel 3
Week of Fan - Feb 4
A. M. MONDAY 11111.00011
P1L1P4T. DAYTIME
11:00
0:30
7-00
9:00
1000
10-30
11 -00
11 -30
12 00
Edutannmel
Aack LaLwow
The Bow Show
Rampw Roam
saliermarket -Sweep
The Deane Gan*
Donna Reed Show
Father Kricors Boot
Ben Como
P. 1t MOND4Y TDKOCCIE
P M FRIDAY veVENTNO
1:00 Newlywed (Ionic
1 -30A "erne For Us
1:06 News For Women - Marlene
Sanders
2.00 (erural Hospital
2:30 The Nurses
3-00 Dart Shadows
3:30 Where The AoUon Is
410 Sleeve CletffIn Mow
1100 ABC News--P Jennings
5 13 Local News, Weather. Sports
5 30 Reattikle
10 00 Motu Up (30 Min only)
113-309Treas Weal
11 00 Men against Poll
1200.  Olen Off
ILLITIID AT
January 23
5:46 News, Wee -Timetable Able
7:00 Ghost Stories
11:30 Porky Pig
1/100 King Kong
9:30 Beetles Cartoon 
1010 Milton the Monster
11:00 Bugs Bunny
11:30 Milton The Monster
12:30 Carl TIpton
1 -30 All -Star Wrestling
2-30 Pro Bowlers
4:00 Wide World of Sports
5 30 Woody Woodpecker
ft -00 Stoneman
6 30 Dating Game
7 00 Newlywed Game
710 Lawrence Welk Show
$.30 Hollywood fears of Tosser-
9:30 Rat Petrel
10.00 Iron Horse
llop Rifleman
1130 ABC Weekend Newt
SUNDAY
January 23
last day of play in
annual golf tourney
Sunday
"CBS Sports spectaclaar- offers
the notional rodeo finals in Okla-
homa City, the National Cleybird
Tourcanient-Mnais at /titer Ranch
Acres, Fla.. and has • filmed se-
quence -IMO JIM 70111110/F
JIM Jeffries hearrveight Ude fight
newer before broadeest.
peseenta -19mlyn
The Magee of Charles MSS.
-The noted British actor-pho-
vroght. made LIP es Dickens.
"reads" from various Dickens
works, as did the author odds
10th Century tours_ 
"The 31s Century" en CMS COP-
PERS -The Oonionmications Ka-
plc...sten." with Waiter Cronlute as
the reporter probing the • probs.
tonnes of the communications set-
up in 2001
Wait Disney's hour on NBC
has the Wart of *bobber two Ihrt
filmed adventure shout cub re-
porter Gallagher Ip "Cliallarber
Coes West." he moonses involved
ei a headline-making mutter toys-
of the Old WNW
"The Sunday Ingle
AI' so-eeris "Return of the Gun-
fighter ." starring Robert Taylor.'
1 Monday
-Shadow Run" on ABC's "Iron
Home has Ben Calhoun mama-
tared gunmen to find
behind a plot to kill
510 Ilkluestional
710 Theching of the New Twee-
meet
710 Bnld of Truth
$110 Home of Worship
5:30 Bean) it Cecil
9:00 Limas the Lion Hearted
$0 Pater Potimen
10 00 Bulesirilds
10-30 Glmovery 50
11 00 House of Worship
11 30 Know WOW Bible
12-00 Directions
12:30 lames it Answers
100 NBA Basketball
3 00 American Sportaman
4 QO Movie
7 00 PSI
$ CO Sun Night Movie
10 00 News
10 30 Viewpoint
11 .00 ABC Scope
11 30 ABC Weekend News
11.46 Son Off
PM MONDAY KVININO
January 3*
430 Mondey Nit* movie
1:00 Felony Squad
8:30 Peyton Pace I
9:00 Blg Valley
1030 Law Man
1130 Men Arsine lab
rm TUESDAY EVE741NO
January- 31 _,
6-30 Combat
7-00 The Invaders
8- 30 Peyton Place
080 The Fugitive
10 30 Greatest ahow on Earth
U :30 Science Motion Theater
PM WEDNESDAY IFITENINO
February 1
1.30 Illatnum
7.00 The Monroe
0:00 Wednesday nWht at movies
10:30 Men In War Theatre
11:30 Ripcord
PM THIlLSDAY EVENING
February 2
1:20 MAP. Porthell
4-30 Batman
7:00 P-Troop
7:30 Bewitched
8-00 Love on Roof top
1 30 That Girl
9 00 wage 67
10 30 Dakotas
1100 Trait, West
FM FR [DAY EVENING
February 3
30 Hang Christian Anderienn
7 00 Time Tumid
8 00 Ftango
8 30 Phyllis Diller
9-00 The Avengers
10 30 Joe Pyrite Show
*•-•••••*.aaalaaalallaiM1111111110allebtaaliataa*" 
-his wife
Tuesday
"The Girl- From U.N.C14." on
NBC off em 'The Druble-hratt Af-
fair " Their is a plot to, conquer
a Tyrolean principality with a
machine that makes atoms donee
to music
"The Invaders" on ABC has
j..ect.tes " Wit scientists dis-
appear and a seventh marks aid
because he Chinks he is thenext
taryet
NBC s "TuesOay Night at the
Movies' screens "Pony Ex-press,"
starring Chariton Heaton
"CBS Reports" offers 'The
Earthen Frontier." a documentary
exploration of the human mind
and its processes.
MadesedaY
The CBS "Lost in Space" epi-
sode has the group- ostracizing
Dr Smith when he makes a Sainte
launch ot .a rein-making
''The iZnnies- oil ABC "cifrett
"E.2er Coupe." in which Clay
Monroe gains the enmity of two
proewaionst hunters when he sets
out to get a COUgar
The drama on NBC's "The
Chrysler Hour" is The Lady is
My Wtfe.'' Jean Simrnono Brad-
ford Dailllarl and Alex McCord
appearin this mine in a struggle
between her husband and an ad-
mirer
. "AEC- Wedneaday Night Movies"
Serena "It's Only Money," star-
ring Jerry Lewis
Therselay
The CBS "Clailiseum" show pre-
sents the wort of noted wild ani-
mals trainers in Europe. with actor
George Hameton as host and the
singing-dancing Kessler twins as
special guests
-Star Trek on NBC offers "The.
Alternative Factor" Two strange
UM from an uncharted planet
threaten to destroy the universe
"The CBS Ilbursiay Night Mov-
ies" screens The Pleasure of Hie
13senpany " starring Pred arstakre
and Debbie Reynolds
"The Haernark Hell a( Pane"
production of Robert I 8herwood's
lemma play, "Abe Lincoln in
As" a repeated on NBC pre-
empting "Dragnet" and "The Dean
Martin Show" Jason anaard• Stan
as UNIT&
-ABC Stage 67" offers "David
Prods Night Out in London.'
The Britian matins& conducts a
dawn-to-dusk tour of Vanilla en-
tertainment aspects of the British
capital.
Friday
"The Wild Wild Wee" on CBS
has an manor* in which the fed-
eral agents are assigned to /wort
• Ruostan prisoner of the United
States to Siberia to be exchanged
for a U S dig itenet
ABC's -rim. Tunnel" hoe "Idol
COLLIEGRAIWW.13111ALL
RESULT.
By Unned -see lateresUseal
Lea
Pace 90 Brooklyn coo 71
St Mares 74 Mlle Tstle 72
Rivers So Jrey $O Walken 78
NYAC 96 Wesleyan al
CheNney 83 Maryland St 72
Holy Crows 97 Colgate 67
piteldeitg qt 16 Wrextr St 72
Deem 110 Cosa nand 76
Monti-Hwy rs W Liberty 73
Tenn at 09 on St Ohio 64
lilletwest
Brehm Young Vs MlUtken.ppd
De Pool 78 Niagara 66
St Cloud 711 Mrortmed At 54
WI. Maw 75 With Mo 69
Minn Morris 95 Winona St fie
Bethel 80 Nor %bland 72
Beloit 01 Carleton 51
fon 01 so Attlene lirstri 55
WeetCeast
Wads ad Montana 72
tin Aing St 96 Lng Bch State 72
San Diego Ot 76 Vly St ge
"teen° se 79 Cal Poty 03
AD s 1111 Carson 99
Heyward fit 66 Call Aggies 50
Ben Pen EX 97 Chico St 78
Lees it Clark II Wilkunette 80
'JESUS HAD ONE JUDAS, I
had about 1213,* is Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell. el-
gar-putictuated comment in
Washingtom en being strip-
ped or his House Education
and tabor chairmanship.
•
•
of Death." The two wanderers in
time try to stop Cortes from ter-
n:willing Mexico.
"The Man Preen U.N.C.LE." on
NBC presents -The It's' All Greek
to Me Aerate" Solo and Ilya try
to recover a stolen UN.C.L.E. in
an adventure in Greece,
''The CBS Friday Night Mov-
ies' screens "Leand of Love," star-
ring Robert Preston and Tony
Randall.
Saturday
NEC devotes an hour to the
/kb Hope Desert Classic gar tour-
ney at Palm Spring* Calif., cover-
ing fins/ holes of the next-to-last
clay of play.
"Mission: Impossible" on CBS
has an episode in which the agents
try to return a large diamond,
stolen by the dictator of a small
AtrWan country. to the tribeemer
NBC's 'Saturday Night at the know half of the 
names. .and can't remember the few we
movies.' screens -back sweet- know, therefore th
is is a Thank You to every person we 
met.
with Benny ma
.pearance on ABC's
Cvloodavin. pais8:::: '1144"161"114: juhn
Jack kes his first s p- Otherc took turns heroine 'Ils  the hounds a
nd pictures,
..The 
Holly- 
I Ths„rgeprniork0nfotubr,iswveretikneintw- bnuiRsvte:efilling 
granniT coffee cu-0.
 
1 
- -Ww_msbraagedto .keep. all..01._the ladiet b
usy until 3 a m.
All in all it was a wonderful
appearing.
 as guest evening. thanks to a crowd of very generous folks who workedhaat and akenint
very herd. for no nay no tnnnks or any expecte
d. So often
we don't anorecla re something sinless it "cost a
 mint and our
1 ricAlt eve tri hnot" We do arinreeiate these nice people and
'their linselfish devition to their family and club.
We have always denended on Patsy Pierre 
to get all the
Sinnorrant datn and Riteh on natter- for us. This t
ime she says
no fat first) and informs nio Au -ins
 (she is the wife of the
orettrient nnw1-. son Ws her "hobo"; -- - - -
Dot arvies a little then she takes this 
three yards of nailer
land with ne 11 noiseel. and ready for action, she si
ts there with
a "deen frown" showing now hard she is 
concentrating on
this orttele she is writing for us.
All this time we !Zit sinoiti4 our nmot...nth eun 
of coffee,
and all the while sWilliott Fnittolv as we eonte
mnlate the
many artieles we'll have for you with not omen effort on our
part .
The holy cootinorie to tOinir and writ. !Penally she looks
nb. wives . heavy rs.re• of -lief and save, "Welt," T 
believe that
ie e hen 1 '1 T can think of".
leasn - rly we reach for her rnnaternippa then 
we •Po In lamp
and Ns. 1...t.”.• /IFFY AT!: FirTnnen Align wrtirr MINTTNO!
virmi now this loaves iis with only one alternative. You're
riot," We naturally assieried Patev 
pteeep to, do our work.
Aft": pvnlaining several tiMPs.,fla to the whys and 
where-
at finally ronsented
, t11:1411a-rriallte illat.n_7tab.lnnela"heherirrdr""°". friendhsilliR"e'ally She checked and
ri,.uptied checked everything, had enough information on
- toe. to 174.,P I,* tie+s eq‘nq heed start
So what was left for granny to aril You're right twain.
.w...nr.d ..d...ht out_arui left_s11. of this labor on the table.
T...1 Atkins discovered it early Sunday morning and called us.
' then we start trying to "patch up" something to tell you,
e""se'otrewidaltyy. it ,iiist doesn't pay to get out of bed. So goes
the "story of our life".
Rob Williams iisecl to have a favorite remark concerning
the nrohlems of tarn-Inv He allowed as how. "If it ain't mud
or dust. It's the ants" We heartily agree If it isn't one thing
or the other. it's Junior,
Reminiscing about Bob reminds na of Dewey Williams and
two of his sons. Rrent and Seeirht. These boys are avid fisher-
-en 'r- atould vra7er Sneight is also a hunter We have
1------ -•-.4 ----Ir..' fond of these families for centuries.
Vi_uid t- ,...'.ec'ate 7. :: all from you gentlemen.
• • •
Mr. Lowell O'Daniel, we sincerely regret mlsnelling your
name You ran be sure we'll never forget you now that Joe
Pat Jones identified you from your picture. We'll forgive you
for your games, if you will forgive junior's goof! Okay?
• •
SATURDAY - JANUARY 28, 
1967
Fins
/".
ELLIS DRIVE
NEWS -
By MRS. WILLIS FIELDER
It has-been a httle cold around
here. but it seems every one is feel-
ing better.
We are sorry for our friend, Mrs.
Paustine Tucker. to leave us, but
hope she will be happy with her
children, sister. and loved cam We
leant to love her as she came in Us
see us often.
My husband has been in bed two
years and 21 days and when you are
-like that every little thing to make
life a little better helps.
We want to thank Mt. Carmel
Church for thinking of us Christ-
ma.. It help a lot to be ressesibmid.
Spent .a lot of good time at that
church God bless all of you I want
to thank our church. Orem Bapflest
Church. for the piste they sent,uo.
also Charlie and Vera Spark, Mrs
LotLe Jones, Mr and Mrs Jim Page.
Mr. and Mrs T. "-A, Turicer, and all
the rest including ?red Beene for
helping move some things for ua.
I can't cs/1 all of your names, but
thanks to one and all for the care,
end kindnesses, including the Lb o a
Clubfaribe flowers and Mrs. George
Owerbey. May the Lord bless every
one kr their kindriess to us Just a
unite goes a long way when one
gets ekl and helpless.
COMFY-A puppy finds a
warm perch in jacket of a
U.S. Marine on a search and
destroy mission south of Da
Nang in South Vietnam.
4
ok\
_Atitokik Feathers
Lae NUOLA
Perhaps the sudden tragic accident 
which took the lives
of our three astronauts makes us st
op and realize how un-
certain our tenure here is . . . or 
maybe it's remembering
all of the other fatal accidents of a 
lifetime possibly for no
reason at all, or all of these things 
combined, we are very
thankful for this day and sincerely hope 
we will have (and
recognize) an opportunity to be of some use 
to someone be-
fore the day ends. Ernie Ford once expres
sed a thought we
find encouraging and, with, your p
ermission, we hope you
will also enloy it. He says. "Today is Clod's 
gift to me, what
I do with this day is my gift to God,"
Remembering all of the wonderful people we 
have met,
this appears to be a good-t+me-ftnel- plaee- to 
say Thank You.
Started thinking about all the Women we 
met at Twin
Lakes Coonhiinters Club last Saturday n
ight. Don't even
•
Here Is a flub this brilliant one has already made twice
Rill Mohundro's "Rowdy" is half Walker and half Bluetick.
Dale Garland's "Little John" is NOT half Bluetick "Little
John" is three-quarters Walker and one-quarter RefItick.
These two hounds could be called "little green men from
Mars" and they would still be fine hounds and thoroughly
appreciated by their masters
READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFiEDS
HERE'S MORE TO SEE ON CABLE TV
MURRAY
CABLEVISION
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5005 105 N. 5th Street
J&R MODEL RACEWAY
Welcomes Everyone To Try Slot Car Racing
511 So. 12th Street Next to Hatcher Motors
*FREE! 30 Minutes Track Time, Car and Controller
Children Under 10 Must Be Accompanied By Parent or Guardian
Name 
Address
Telephone 
One (1) Check Per
Person
Cash Value - None
EXPIRATION DATE: FEBRUARY 28, 1967
TRACK HOURS Mon., Wed., Fri. - 6:00-10:30 - Sat., Sun. 2:00-6:00
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The Only
Afternoon- Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County
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United Press International In Our 88th Year
Selected As A Rest All Round Kentucky Community N
ewspaper
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, January 30, 1967 100 Per Copy
And in Count%
City
Circulation
Both In 
Camorll
Vol. LXXXVIII No. 24
Seen & Heard
c• Around ‹p
MURRAY
Mr. 1L: ilia alf 'Worth Sixteenth
Street ran across a copy of the
Detroit Times which he had pur-
chased on December 1, 1917 for
price of two cents He put it in
$ the bottom of a trunk where it
--basoneen -fee -the past mane
He found. It laat. weekend while
eeking for some things and
brought it in fur us to see.
The lead story wee on the new
A Model Fond which , was just
conung out. "The Priem a the
▪ new Ford are begically the seine
as those at the Model T cars", the
story said, "production ce which
ended six months ago it was an-
nounced tons". The story goes
,n to say that the Tudor Sedan
Nue eells for $4116: the Portico
Sedan will see for $570, the -troupe
for $496: the sport coupe for
$660, the touring is unchanged.
as ever a/ $305 The road-
Ir alter sells for $365
A fail page aid .peeellaissee that
the new Model A has four wheel
brakes 40 horse power motor a
maximtun speed of over M. long-
(Continued On Page Three)
University
School Honor
Roll Is Given
• -%
Six students at Murray Univer-
aity School made A's in all 'Ob-
i Jetts attempted for the second
nine weeks of the 1966-67 term,
accordmg to the release from the
school
They were Mary Erie Winter,
eighth grade, Joy Swann. Betsy
Riley, and Marcie Hayes. ninth
grade. Kim Smith. eleventh grade;
Kathy Rayburn, twelfth grade
The following students made the
honor roll by maintaining a B
t or above average*
7th Grade — Dan Anderson,
Dianne Clare. Jan rte. Drake
Had. David Keeler, Kathy Jack-
son. Kettle Kemp, Nancy Kursave,
Raymond Leiser, Dennis Lane.
Oman McCann, Terry Obert. and
Mary Tutt
5th Oracle — Mary Jane Barth-
imam. Mark Etherton, Annette
Houston, Nancy Peterson, Jo Anne
Roberts. Christy Scott. Jane Scott,
Ray Smith. and Norma Wells
feth Grade — Mary Caudill.
Vickie Copeland, Susan Masterly,
Beth Garrison, Inman* Hopkins,
Gayle Roger', Peter Schierl and
Cindy Warar
10th Grade Steve Arent. Bob
Alsup, Christine Kodrnar, Jay
Richey, and Ralph Tesseswer
11th Grade — Donna Rogers,
Ronnie Colson, Glen Hughes, and
Martha Kemp
Elth Grade — Becky Bailey,
Jaws Gantt. Rebecca Hendon
WWI ileffress. Andrea Kemper,
MEW Lynn, Kathy Scott. and
Larry Wright.
Court Of Honor To
Be Held Tonight
i
. Boy Ekenit Troop 77 will have a
Court at Honor in the Educational
Building of the Fern Chrletiin
Church tonight at 7.00 o'cicck
The pubbc is cordially invited
to attend
f
WEATHER REPORT
By United Press International
by United Preis International
Went Kentucky. — Clear to Part-
ly cloudy and a little warmer this
afternoon and tonght. Tuesday
partly cloudy and continued mild
High thie afternoon 58-88. Low
tonighte mostly in the 40a High
Tuesday mostly in the 60s Out-
look for Wednesday: Considerable
oloudinees.
•••••10.
Will Higgins "Bill" Witiensil, left. and Oscar Skinner, right accept certificates Of 
appreetaties
from Pestenaater Lerner Nanney on their retirement from the keel possoffice. WN bin 
been
with the department ince 1927 and Skinner since 1941.
Staff Midge by Ed Odle
Two Are Named In
Heart Fund Drive
Two Calloway County residents
hive heath Alepolnteed to leader-
shin poets in the 1967 Heart Fund
Drive, it was announced by the
Kentucky Hart Association.
They are Mrs. Willard Ali', 1610
Keenhaid Drive, Special Events
C.:ha-ratan She is the Tresaurer
of • non-academic Social Soror-
ity, Bete Sigma Phi, here in Mur-
ray Mae Barbara Dowdy. Pre-
sident of ths Panheilinic Council
a 'Murray Stale Untveraity, will
serve ea of %Mt Mali
litundee—D4111L_
The delve bowing Pabruare I and
-08981111131014 ..3he glantIL
A house-to-heuse solicitation will
be heed on Heart Sunday. ?etre-
are X
—Die effective use of Heart
Fund dollars for research, com-
munity service and education has
brought about an encouraging In-
crease in the number of patient,
whose lives were spared last yea!,
however, heart and related Ma-
fia/les MU account for more deaths
than sil other causes combined,"
Mrs. Mas said.
1Two Retire
From $ervice
At Postoffice
Nelson And Neal To
Be Featured Thursday
Nelson*/ and Neal, Australian-
Amerioan duo-piatibta, will be
featured in an illustrated lecture
"The Plano Music of Johannes
Braluinia" at 900 pin on Thurs-
day. February 2, in the Mune
Building Auditonurn at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Martin.
Meson and Neal, who have play-
ed more concerti' than any other
two piano teem during the past
ten years, and who are scheduled
to play an around-the-worki con-
cert tour next fal, have served
the Univensity of Tennemee at
Martin as faculty artists More the
autumn of 1996 During that time.
they have reached not only the
students at =M. but Moo the
piano teachers arid non-profession-
al music lovers of the West Ten-
nessee area through • varied ser-
ies of lectures, workshops, audit-
ions', and demonstration teaching
As professional performers and
teachers, Nelson and Neal have
evidenced • particular devotion to
the piano music of the teeth cent-
ury composer, Johannes Bralend,
and in their lecture will there
with students, teach...re. and the
Interested public their knowledge
of this ccamoser's art The lecture
is open to the public. and there
will be no -admission fee.
Two Calls Answered
By Fire Department
Two calls were answered by the
'Murray Fire Department over the
weekend. according to the depart-
meet records.
Saturday at 6.30 pm they were
called to a home on Peggy Ann
Drive where green in • skillet
was an fire. The flames were out
on arrival of the firemen.
A false alarm at 12th and Payne
Street was retrelved by the fire-
men at 3:30 am. Sunday.
W H Ball Whitnell and Omar
C Skinner, retired employees of
the Murray Pose:trice, were pre-
sented cart ihcwies ot retirement
at the special familt style dinner
held by the pletrice emPlor
cri Friday evening at the Triangle
Inn
Whiling* hell liffired as the ru-
m/ mail ourier fir Illntrary Routs
One and beliAllien tbe poet.
office depleililint dime °either
11/27 In a special letter from LAS-
ter Nanny, Murray Postmaster, to
Whitneel. he said "first of all we
loin with hundreds of fine. Cal-
loway County citizens in the area
which you tithe served as car-
rier in taking note of your knit
and faithful service to those
who counted on you through all
kinds of weather end all kinds of
condlUona for their postal needs."
The retired rural darner is mar-
ried to the former Charlotte Kirk
and they reside on. Olive Street.
Skinner served as curio/ken of
the postottice with his tenure cg
service starting August 8, 1961.
In his letter to Skinner, Nanny
said "your record of performance
of your duties is a good one You
have been loyal and trustworthy
at all time.; Ft.' this you are en-4
titled to commendation and
praise"
The invocation was given by
Norman Klapp and the presenta-
tions made.
Those prevent were Postmaster
Nanny arid Mrs. Nanny. Assistant
Postmaster Cleo Sykes and Mrs.
Sykes Sure cif Mails OB. Jones
and Mrs Jones, Messrs and Meed•-
med Whitnell Klapp. John Lassiter,
Randolph Story, Jerry Ford, Char-
les Lamb, J Raymond Jones,
Lloyd Z Boyd. Hillard Rogers.
L C Hendon. J W Young, Hat-
ton Garner, Thames Bell. Rabert
Young, and Boyce McCune:in
Also attending were Dale Sykes,
Pete Farley, Siunmy K. Farley,
Oscar Skinner. Charles Richard-
son. and Preston Jones
Other emploYeee and their wires
unable to attend were Mears and
meseissoes Boyd Linn, Sherrill
Outland. Ramie Parker, Darrell
Scott, Ray Newsome, Donald
Oraterfoni, Larry Hurt, Milliard
Camian, and Torn Herndon.
Letter To The Editor
Mr J C. Williams, Editor
Ledger and Tirnes
Murray, Kentucky
Dear Mr. Williams:
e'or the two and one lidiff years
I have lived in Murray many
things have ennoyed me, but one
situation in particular grows more
annoying to me That situation is
the continued rudeness of people
in regard to the mailbox in front
of the post office,
The poet office has been
thoughtful enough to Install a
mailbox so you need not leave
(Ceallased Oa Page Three)
FTA At Calloway
Holds First Meet
The PTA chapter ct the Cellos
way County High School had thew
first meeting of the year on
Thursday. Jsmary 26.
William Rees, president, called
the meeting to order and led in
the opening ritual. Nona Bartell,
secretary, read the minutes from
the last chapter and executive
ccenrnittee meetings. The rrunuted
were approved as reed
The business consisted et •
number a( discustione concerning
the newly adopted candy project.
There were also addition*, plane
made concerning the 'Wag ban-
ging and the eklb poky to
held in the future
The program waa presided over
by Rath Bennett. vice-president.
The program was preoeeded by
the Bible reading by Misis Ben-
nett. The program congaed ot a
contest between the members on
"Rating our school". Prises were
given for the beet suggestions
made on how to improve the rat-
ings of the school.
Fort Campbell GI,
Two Children Killed
FT CAMPBELL Ky — A
19-year-old soldier and two young
children were killed Saturday
when a live grenade left in an
abandoned car exploded Two oth-
er children were hospitakzell with
serious injuries,
The soldier, who was apparent-
ly examirung the grenade when
It discharged, wee identified as
Douglas E. Gaines al Bloomington.
The dead ohildren were Bellnda
Donnegan, 10, and Michael (loin-
terra. 7. Michael Easeitine. 9, un-
derwent emergency surgery at the
hoeitital and James Donnegan Jr.,
IL was treated and released.
The youngsters were playing in
a wooded area near their hotnes
when they found the deadly weap-
on in a rusty, )unk car, state
troopers said
The youngsters apparently took
the grenade to Gaines. and the
crowd gathered on the porch of
the Donnepan home.
Gaines apparently pulled the
pin by mistake, police said, and
seconds later it exploded,
The secaured In the
nearby Oak Grove Community.
HOARD TO MEET
The executive board of the Wo-
men's allaelsonary Society ot the
First Sanest Church will meet at
the home of the president, Mrs.
Edgar Shirley, on Tuesday, Jan-
uary 31. at seven pin Al board
members and counselors of the
youth groups are urged to attend.
OVER THE TOP
Series le and H Savings Bonds
sales in Calloway County during
December were $3all 30 bringing
the year's este* to 1199,816 or 108%
a the onunty's annual goal of
$190.180 Lester Nanney is Bend
Sales Chairman.
Funerals Of
Astronauts
Are Held
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
United Press International
CAPE KENNEDY tee — The
bacen of the nation's three dead
astronauts were Down Lodes, to
their burial sites — two in Arl-
ington Cemetery and the third at
'West -Point
An Air Force Jet cileTehig the
bodies of Lt. Col. Virgil Gus Gris-
som. Lt. Col. Edward H. White n
and Lt. Cmdr. Roger B. Chaffee
was met by an honor guard at
Andre's/3 Air Force Base outside
Washington when it arrived.
After leaving the bodies of Otis-
gem and Chaffee, Who will be
ed le Aflington Mahone 1
Cemetery with military honors
Tuesday, it continued on, carry-
ing the 'body of White, the nat-
ion's first space-welker, to West
Point. He will be buried at the
U.S Military Academy Cemetery
at Y., Tues.:key.
In Secbroolc, Tex, near: the
/Pace center where the three had
trained for the first Apollo moon-
craft flight, °Mescal and White
were eulogized at a memorial ser-
vice attended by their families,
their friends and their mace col-
leagues
"Eulogy Unnecessary"
Of their deaths in the flaming
Apollo rocket during a simulated
test. fight Friday. the Rev Con-
red Winborn. pastor of the Sea-
brook Methodist Chtuch, told the
mourners that their lives were
such as to make hadoeFunneces-
Of Sainte, Welborn said: "We
know whet Ed stood for. and it
V.. right and good. Ills Ws is
thrcaugh. the ale of
rd commitment HIS life
meant eminnitmant — esamait-
-anent to melon and epees Miler.
mice, commitment to esmillE,
mitment to church and emaimon-
ity."
Memoriaa tribute was paid Ores-
igen by the Rev Roy Van Tas-
sel of his home town or
Ind , who said death "1.5
nig stone trim one world to -
other"
Van Tassel said: "I'm sure It
would be his with that each at us
continue and have no thought a
anything being stopped or chang-
ed because of his having taken
this step"
The two flag-draped coffins of
Grissom and Chsafee were car-
ried In hushed silence from the
plane by black-clad airmen to two
hearses for the journey to Arling-
ton Burial services will be held
there Tueeday
Similar Services Held
Similar wretch, were held for
Chaffee Sunday On each 0001111-
mi. three fellow astronauts made
a fly-by in the traditional Air
Force asiute to a fallen comrade.
Thttle neighed by in NASA jets
In traditional "open slot" tradition
with one position vacant.
The Jet wench carried the deal
astronauts from Cape Kennedy
left under (gaudiest' skies within
sight of launch pad 34 where they
perished
Leslie Jean Clark
In Sigma Iota Alpha
MUNCIE, Ind. — Leslie Jean
Clark, Murray. Kentucky, grad-
uate student at Ball State Uni-
versity, has recently been infest-
edoeg-s pledge a Iota Chi Chap-
ter ot Sigma Alpha Iota., profes-
sional fraternity for women In the
field ot music.
Miss Clark, a violin major, is
the daughter of Mr arid Mrs.
'ere* Neil Clark, 811 Sha-Wa
Court, Murray, Kentucky.
Minor Accident
On Court Square
A minor traffic accident occur-
red Saturday at 5:06 p m. in the
alley beck of Dale & Stubblefield
Drug Store, but no injuries were
reported, according to the Mur-
ray Police Department.
The PoIbc,edied one person for
eireeseive rfse over the weekend,
according the department re-
cords
•".
• . -
a.
Max B. Hurt
Max Hurt Will Be
Auxiliary Speaker
Max Suet or Kirksey will be the
guest smoker at the Aingrioaniatn
dinner to be held by the Amer-
ican Legion and American Leg-
ion Auxiliary on Monday, Febru-
asy 6, at 6 30 pm. at the Holiday
Inn.
The invocation will be given by
Rev. Henry McKenke, minister of
First, Presbyterian Church and
chaplain of the Murray Past.
February is the month all
American Legion Poets observe
the principles of freedom for our
great country laid down by two
great presidents. Abekharn Lin-
coln and George Waahington, said
H T Waldrop, commander ot the
Murray Legion Post
A brief business meeting will be
heed unmedlaille Joilowing the
dinner and.peogleink • door prize
will be given.
Mrs. GladdeADdirson, Ameri-
canism crewmen of the Aualltary,
and Bryan vary. eshellaffnallia,
are taking reintirenens for the
dinner. Call 402-8117 or 75B-1040
as ffaturday for reservations.
Chkago Residents Dig Out;
Three Inches Snow On Sunday
By RON YOUNGBLOOD
United Press international
CHICAGO On Mute to' rt -
Milburn Dunn One Of
Many Marooned In
Snow Storm Thursday
hithurti Dunn, son of Mrs. Wal-
let Dunn, Kiricwood Drive; Mur-
rdy, was og r of the nisPY persons
the snaw-setsten-thet
hit northern Illinois and Indiana
last Thursday.
Dunn, a furniture salesman, had
left his house in Westchester, Ill.,
a surburb of Chicago, last Mon-
day morning for a selling trip to
Peoria, DI., and points in Indiana.
He was stranded at Kentiand. Ind..
located at the intersection of
Highways 41 and 24 on Thurs-
day and had to went the night
in his oar and in a small More
neesby. a ••
Friday night he was able to
stay in a school house with many
more stranded persona: but there
was no hest or tights in the build-
ing and Dunn said he had never
been that cold even when he was
serving with the United States
Marines 'during World Wkr
Dunn was able to get to West
Lafayette, Ind., on Saturday and
pit a room in a motel that night.
He was able to get to his home
on Sunday 'about two pm
His wife, the former Dorothy
W01111311211. daughter Of Mr and
Mrs. Jahn -Workman ot Murray,
and their two teaughters, Deborah
and Patricia, we. almost maroon-
ed at their home, but Mrs. Dunn
said they were able to get to a
neighborhood grocery' &re for
milk and bread. They were unable
to get their car out of their drive-
way arid lied to walk be the gro-
cery store along with the ItiacU
other residents or the Chicago
area.
Information Sought In Murder
Of Woman; Reward Is Offered
Mandiall County Sheriff Joe
Tom Hatton pasted up to a 116,000
reward for information leading
to the identification and pressen-
non of the. person or persona who
murdered Mrs Ina Mae Solomon.
Conviction of the, accused per-
son is not a requirement for re-
ceiving the reward — only infor-
mation aesuring alYlcers they can
Breckinridge Tracts
Will Be Auctioned
The General Services Ackninis-
Minion has just let a contract to
Kurtz Auction & Realty Co. of
Princeton, Ky. to auction 48 tracts
of the Old Camp Breckinridge
Military Caimp near Morgantleld,
Ky. The auction is to be held on
February 25 and will take place
In a theater on the portion of the
post now occupied by the federal
Job Corp Center.
This will be the third auction
of Camp Hreokinridge land in the
past 1 h years All of these anies
have been conducted by Kurtz Airman
Auction es Realty Co, In the first Parents Here
auction on September 30. 1965, 3,-
900 acres sold for $1.004.000 In
the second sale on March 1st of
this past year, 22.300 acres sold
for $4030,000.
In this sale 44 parcels contain-
ing a toted of 025- acre. will sell.
The nee of an average tract is 13
acres with the largest teelet hay-
ing de acres. Al of the land sell-
ing is in the barracks area and
there Is an average of 13 build-
ings on each tract. The buildings
Include barracks, mess halls,
chapels, theaters, supply houses
and other buildings. Black top
streets and sidewalks surround
most ot the tracts,
Utilities on theee tracts include
water mains, sewers, gas, and
electricity There are no mineral
rtghts. Uses for these tracts would
Inceude agricultural, warehousing,
apartments, industrial oornplex,
housing, camps, or commercial de-
e.
velopmen t,
build a case to present in court,
he said
flheriff Haltom and State De-
teeUve Hugh Page said they have
turned up several clues which
might pin down the killer if a
Lead to locating the person could
be obtained
Mrs Solomon. 4e wife of a suc-
cessful contractor and bank dir-
ector, was shot to death in her
home the night of December 2.
Approximately $260 in quarters
and dimes, proceeds from a car
W1141 owned by the innomons, wee
taken from a hiding place in the
home
She was shot twice, with wounds
found in the head and chest In-
vestigators believe sire was sur-
prised by at least one intruder in
the family roam ot the Solomon
home located on Highway 96 a-
bout four miles south of Calvert
City
She
tween
was murdered sometime be-
7 26 pm. and 8:06 p.m.
(CenUntred On Page Three)
Visits His
Airman Third Class W. S. Cord-
rev, his Wife, Sheila, and their
daughter. Sheryl, have been nett-
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs
G. S. Oordrey, Sycamore Street,
Murray,
Airman Conerey has been stat-
ioned at Perrin Air Force Base at
Sherman, Texas, but has been
transferred to Finley Air Force
Station at Finley, North Dakota,
Money Is Taken
From Firm Here
Hutson Chemical Company mut
entered sometime over the week-
end it was reported today.
Raver left in the cash drawer
was taken, amounting to $25 to
$30 it was reported ,Solne juveniles
were questioned loamy by City
Police in connection with the
theft.
• dents who strained resources
.o.d backs to clear away just a
,ensfelance of a record, corosnunity
isolating *ow storm, woke today
to find niece snow on the ground.
The new snow. gentle compared
to the million -dollar monster
which struck a life-stalling blow
at northern Denote, northern In-
diana and southern Michigan, be-
gan Sunday.
An additional. three inches a
inner fele an Chicago Sunekie, even _ 
as city, county and state crews
struggled to make roads ready fog
this morning's rush-hour traffic.
The - new fall ran the snow
depth in the Chicago area to an
even two feet. More snow, on a
hit-or-inks basis, was forecast for
today.
Kam Saver Bits
An inch of new snow fell on
South Band -and 712rt Wayne,
lp atc-bote peeled ending to-
-415h ines—Sasties fat Dartgin.
Chin and scattered flurries pee.
smiled from the 'Great Lakes a-
ches the northeastern states.
Wind storms struck the Pacifier
Northwest. toppling trees. smash-
ing windows and downing allay
lines Sunday
The toll from the worst sem
ever to hit Chicago, and sur-
rounding areas a northern Mk:h-
ies n continued to mount.
Losses In warm and businiire
profits chic to the nom were ex-
nected to reach • quarter of a
billion dollars by mid-week
Death Tell Climbs
The storm-related death toll
climbed to 76 Thirty-nine of the
deaths occurred in and around
Chicago Michigan mouped 22. In-
diana B. Wieconeln 5 rnd Ohio 2.
More than 1 Trillinn Chico
area school children had dames
sainedled swain today, liespille the
tact main arteries had been clear-
ed, the submits, of Chicago and
hundreds, of Individual nelehboh
hnods could only be reached bt
long walks through and over &Mr
ranging to 10 feet deep.
Chkseo's freeway system, se-
cond only to Los Angeles' in size,
was basically useable. Al t city of-
ficials pleaded with commuters to
leave their autos at home .
There remained pockets of iso-
lated humanity In the Chime)
area. mostly in suburban and un-
incorporated areag Offleiale re-
ported milk, bread and hid had
been brought, sotnetimes on foot
to needy areas. Mail delivery re-
amed Sunday.
Airports Open
Chicago's major airports resum-
ed operation today Railroad
schedules were nearly normal.
The number of arrests following
a ware of enowcovered looting on
Chicago's West Side climbed to
(Continued Oa rage tares)
None Injured
In Accident
On Saturday
An accident occurred Saturday
at 7:46 pm. on Kentucky 121 a-
bout four miles south of Murray
near the home of Andrew Wilson.
The alltertirs office reported
that Jimmy Wheatley was pro-
ceding east on 121 In a 1856 Ford
and Miss Paula, Aillbritten was
penceeding west In a 1980 Buick,
Deputy Hardie Kelso mid that
Wheatley crossed over the-tenter
line and strueJc the Allbritten car,
then proceedeh for 240 steps be-
fore stoppirir. The Anbritten car
was pulled off on the shoulder.
Kelso said, to avoid the coals-
Ian No one was injured In the
accident.
Keno said if the Allbrttten ear
had not pulled off the road onto
the shoulder there would have
been a headon collision -
Fitri Wilson. Jr. was in an auto-
mobile behind the Allbritten car
and witnessed the incident. Mite
Judy Howard was a passenger In
the. Ailbritten car.
Wheatley mut charged with
DWI by State Trooper Guy Tur-
ner and was pieced in the Callo-
way County jail ellaturdey
He wee released on bond later.
•
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Quotes From The News
WEBSTER, Tex. — The Rev. Ernest A. Dimaline eulogis-
ing Navy Lt. Cmdr: Roger B. Chaffee, 31, one of three Apollo
astronauts lulled in a flash fire during a ground test of their
apace capsule-.
--We speak of gag* lus Me -te.siotist a way . . .
to sugsest by his efforts that we have just begun to envision
possibillUes of our vast destiny."
WASHINGTON — Senate Republican leader Everett M.
Dirksen advocating an investigation of the death of the
three astronauts who were to have initiated the man on the
moon Project Apollo next month:
"I don't know what to make of NASA's statement that
they expected something like this to happen at some Unit," -
WASHINGTON — Federal court jury foreman James
„Buchanan explammc a verdict which found Robert 0.
(Bobby) Baker guilty of tax evasion, fraud and
"For the most part, the jurors felt that Baker had not
been truthful"
  - --
CHICAGO — Nticnael Berry, 14. "INN grandfather, Collis
"Duke" Jordan of Miami took the bey to Chicago during the
Midwest's weekend blizzard so Michael could see snow for the
Illad time.
-Some people say my grandpop is a you know,
maybe he has 'wen standing out in the Surrtbei Iniieh
home without a hat Me. I think he's the greatest."
,A Bible Thought For Today
fib thee Neu would praise the Lord for his goodness, and
fSsb iremeisrful works is Mee children of men —Psalm 101:I&
We are interned to take God's love and care as a matter
of Course and estet appreciate R.
Ten Years. Ago Today
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The Almiusse
uy lose lawariaoamou
Jas. so, ine
ad..) 'Si .1.)3 to.
int main is approaching Its
,
the matting mars are Stars
aria oup,ort
lhe evening stars are Venus,
itioarti and Jug:quer
'toe atm pressure' of the Mar-
et mates, frranium Deism
reit, %lab born en this day in
un this day fa Matter -
In INS, Indian tesesalleat lead-
• Motianciaa, thdidlit was sea at-
summed by asiAletrielitMS tios
in LW, • Death dap was
lost ege Greenland silk is per-
son Near&
4.5 -111111,-Citina-mas-tieste&
the Oesitedielksi d Alailideaa Sta-
tes by • vete of 144 INN six
natiOns shstaining.
In INS, NOUN -".T' Sir
Winston Chocolat', who died on
Jan 24, wee buried in Westaur.
star Abbey.
A thought for the day 
cletenr 723111•1111 * tbatuevett
"The ort:y limit to our realisation
of torncrrow will be our doubts of
Wag Let us move forward with
one amen-
Charles Roberts, Murray automobile dealer, was killed this
Menthe at seven o'clock near Ashland City, Tenn.. as he was
on his way to an automobile sale in Nashville, Tenn.
Included among damage to county roads and highways
resulting from rain and ice, is a lxidge west of Almo Heights
on the Kirksey Road which was Moved from Its position by
the pressure of ice. Water is standing over the Overby Bridge
on the Cecil Holland Road and its fate cadhot be established
until the Clark's River declines Residents along the Rico-
Shiloh Road have complained of hardship cause by Little
Johnson Creek_
Three soldiers from Murray are stationed at Fort Hood,i
Texas They are Pvt Pat D. Orr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
Orr. Pvt. Billy 0 Carson. son of Mr and Mrs. -Rdbert Omen,
and Pvt. Joe D Grogan, son of Mr and Mrs. Newman Grogan.
Miss Sondra Lynn Kyle of Lindenwood College. fit Chattel,
Mo.. is spending her mid-semester vacation with her parenta,
Mr. and Mrs Verne Kyle
Lake omit:wren& the
fanned by wad Ow* Milk IN
more than 1.000 --mikes at semis
shoreline During INS, visitors to-
taled 4,694.400 at the US. AMOS
C ops of Engineers Projects. Itlie
total is an increase of more than
1100.000 over the 19115 Hann-ion
rate
Swale, Protect. ',ceded near the
mouth at Cumber/and River, hes
a free-flowing canal linking Lake
Etazkiey with Kentucky Leer, on
the Tennessee River. The canal
is 1 7 =lea In length and taaa a
bcttcm width di 400 feet B
gitne reriewhon of the two lakes
sislialsonn depth of II feet is.
maintained in the canal The
Cz.-rps of Engineers. Nashville
District, has navigetionc respon-
Mbilities on the Cumberland anti
Thandisee rivers.
MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
S24 W. Main Street Phoebe 753 2411
Continuous Showing from 1 p.m. Daily
* TODAY thru WEDNESDAY *
* STARTS THURSDAY *
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puoi.,..med in 43 sepairatels-bound
sections. 'This "Base cle Jerusalem"
quickly became du meet widely-110d
trawslistion ot the anipturas In
Prensa-Neaking countries.
The Riddell version was prepar-
ed under ese direition at Pr. Alex-
ander 4e, one of the world's fore-
ms 
E
st alitiles. Although it fel-
lovis Praia& vent= In the In-
tham' or iaiubtnii
pasemes, it es a dared erenotadon
of the Hebrew and Dena Originals
and not just a re-
taiestaeon of the French
U Prikowing the haw precedeat
set by other Modem MINI& tnirs-
Ohms, ems a, moans eypogra-
phical to with shyle-oallMan
pages, subeatie and nem numselibt
undoubtedly* treated sating the
margin. Poetic pasiases are satIn
_posterity will dbarge our time
with the atomic bomb ... the TV
thnioer ...rock 'n roll music and
other dubious contribution" to hu-
man wear,.
II alsoWINhive to give this
generation weft for producing+
ellikal Nod treedatiens al the Bible
I hee soy at her in history.
Bade World NW IL leaders al
ZOOM hove been offeratl
magnirloset mots at BMW Mixt -
arship The Reveled Steadied Ver-
sion uV, the new angle& Bible
and the Anchor Bible.
•
To alab beam roll meg sod be
added a fourth atuee7 Ther--Ares-
aim Beale
This new ttonebstkin. sent
on ride this milk la bedlam,' a-
men the 041111111. is the Net at
111111obra. MS It Is""
thipet the Podsilleue-NININIted
Nelda rMN easselj INS 11111•161Mid
011110110 uita is • Valoasslarit
Generally Agree
labueal .choiardeo has made
such enormous- strides in recent
years—thenks to now meouscript
discoveries such as the Dead Sea
Streik. rad Improved Mostedge at
ascent languages—Pea Catholic
mid Parted:tit trandators rmw find
thesasstates able 10 agree *book NI
pee eent el Ihe I. just as a niato
ler sf Nara& witheUt waking my
particeler drat to be Neinasten-
ea0'.
The Jerusalem Mks Bede he game
B im the -IbillhOW-111111110 'MOW et
mtatildsit.hy
con scholars untise ihe direstien of
Mr. liearie-Joirph 141011011sa Roo 1
tween INS and 1095, the school
boxuhr out a superb French traumas
halm et the Scriptures, which was
"MINI-SHOlitr IS the tashion
sported by Margberits rem-
-toe as aba and twill sister
Romans ehow up at Ls
so 'OP N41.1r1 ill'V
verso form, and Wired gadts are
set al with quotation runts,
Numerous Footnotes
Beet of all there an 'twismensus
footnouss on foto) page, deritrise
alumina*, u.) people, pieces, emirs,
vreights measures, disteimme end
events that would otherwise be mad-
to the modern ranter.
/AIM TIDO STOP—Plarnes roar through the wrecked self-propelled Buddliner on the
Boston and Maine Railroad at Everett, Ma v., where it slammed into a stalled oil truck.
Rescuers fotuud 12 persona dead, 20 injured.
4TH THIS CSNTOIty vehipiss are ',tailed ori a Meelco City highway ln the capital's fourth
snow this century and first since 1940. A disaster plan is in effect.
The stated objective of due trans-
lators sus to "convoy the exact
meaning of the sacred texts with
grace,.i.nd io modem tidy-
ing Etigh.sh."
The Exighsh is indeed 'modern
aid illowing," and well he seedy
reelable to moy poison with a grads
school edunakm. As for the "grace
and feliciOy" of the literary stole,
sonsionay tilah allitt a falls a bit
short at the highdtandard set by
the RSV, whisk Is ari uPdating of
the archaic bot stai inctingarably
beauttisii •11100b Of the old 
King
Armes version.
But It is no disgrace to fal a
bit short of the tonne English
wee ever written. The Jertualem
Rids lee a forthright and often
folk.= style of Its own, as in
these Pallitages frisn Jesus' Sermon
on the Mount:
"Treat others as you would like
them to treat you."
"Be onolumionste Your hither
is Conspeleietillee ..-. do not oandemn
TV CAMEOS: Miami and Jackie
and you wig not be 
oconientede
yourselves."
S"Be careful not to 
puede your
good deeth before 
men to attract
their notioe "
The Jerusalem BiLle is published
by Doubleday & The only edi-
tion now available is a 
hersisorne
2,000-page but train-bound volume
istooti sells fur $160.
TV And The Beaching of the White Whale
Ily MIL HEWER
MIAMI IIII•CH Is a minis-
cule spit et mai *10.4111 Niles
square, with $10255 for
sa, ac, itig IL mae
tourists, two MINN
year and a
Gleason Is a SSOalphand Man
(give or take 1111 pined.) Who
once had a 1150,0110
room house and is ssausisi $2,-
BOO a week by far deo
next five years NW if S awed
Work*.
A couple of formida op-
ponents- -and when they collided
a couple of years ego, sortie-
/Moe had to give. The report
today is that it was Ma. that
gave— to such an extent, really,
That 5.0. dominates the scene
there like • moon over Miami.
All right—two moons over Mi-
ami.
These months, the Great One
Is such an integral part of the
Beach scene that almost no fete
or testimonial dinner Is staged
• without AN on hand. RS was
grand marshal of the King Or-
ange Parade • year ago, • road
has bees aimed after him, he
hoe reesived a 34-carat gold.
headed putter and a custom.
built pool Cu., Service groups
have been showering him with
scrolls and awards-- and 5,000
persons try every week to lay
hands on the 1,200 tickets avail-
able for his Friday night show-
taping in Miami Beach Audi-
torium. it Is only rumor, how-
ever, that Mayor Elliott Roose-
velt doesn't Make a civic move
--idlikeStionferring with hint.
• • •
As things stand, Gleason
seems prepared to live out his
years on the Beans — and the
Beach, for which he seems to
have been born, knows his value.
One estimate is that he has
given the resort city $9 million
Worth of free publicity and there
is hope that giant fringe benst.
fits. suck as more and more'
television production on the
/Florida gold coast, will accrue.
The coining -together of the
Great Man and Use Great Town
appears to stem back to Hank
Meyer's discovery that Gleason
liked to play golf Meyer phoned
Gleasson's staff in New York —
New on integral part of tile Miami leach some,
Jeeteie Gleosee is on display everywhere for the
teryrists Nem he and Art Carney attend a lunches'''.
and away they went. In early be thinking along similar lines.
August of 1964 Jackie blew Aided by Florida businesaman,
$00.000 for an an-reserved train who came up with $600,000
mouth and stepped off the train worth of new equipment, the
into a vintage car and led a network has cooperated corn-
parade through the streets, with ,pletely in the Beach production
20,000 onlookers applauding, of the Gieason series. The -hap-
The man made for the town and py ship" image seems to be born
the town made for the man had out by success of the program
- . ,wa.„ • •
4114114.4Actualelyt, itTlerasokicsit'st,1 corneal Air rniitterP_Jithetil. Jackie.nOw
back to New York aow c,7e. then, IS one of the "siusto sights to
but he spends at least Is weeks see-- Its hard to miss him --for
m Miami Beach. eating and Beach tourists, hundreds of
golfing between work He rides whom Write or phone in every
around there in a special bus- week to see if they can get a
like Mercedes-Benz and is a fa- peek at him when they are in
miller figure at the good res. Miami Beach. As for those 1,200
taurants and on the various golf free Meats to Ma Weekly shows
courses, where he now shoots in they have been scalped for as
the TOs as he plays as many as much as $15 a pair.
1'2 holes a day, courtesy of an The latest figures from the
electric golf cart equipped with 
sonic $311 million 
th atVplaelrtOyres
year the
"I 
deposit
a bar *think televtawn needs a —and now the man with the 48-
third b i g production area," inch waistline seems destined to
Cleasin is quoted as saying, jack up the amount consider-
"and for my mone y, Mlalin ably To which the Beach will
Beach is the place." cEls may, murmur "How sweet it sir
BOONE'S
is proud to announce
its appointment as your
Sanitone
Certified MasterMsycleaner
III Our appointment as a Sanitone Certified Master Drycleaner means 3 lot
to us—and means even more to you! Now we are licensed to use the
excluSive new Sanitone process, most dramatic advance in drycleaning
history!
a You'll see new brightness In colors ...feet new softness in fabrics!
Only our new Sanitone drycieaning restores both the Original cleanliness
and the original finish /
s Let us show you how wonderful tnts new orycleaning process really Is.
You'll share our excitement when you see the results!
Boone's Laundry
&Cleaners
"The Cleaner That's Interested In You" / a
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-1st JANUARY SO, • / ve..seaspia
Fins
f
n
Feathers
••,)
Talked to Mrs. Lucy Ferguson last night. She Was giving
Us "Hall Columbia" for missing the article Thursday. We
sidestepped that one nicely, by "sickin her onto" the b
oss.
She'll get him, the next tune they meet. Maybe she will "e
ven
the score" for him "aiding and abetting" Burman in "mo
wing
Junior down,". Wouldn't want this "spry little lady" after 
us!
• IP 
• • •
Our special thanks to Burman and Daisy Ferguson and
Dale and Linda Garland for trin•portation and all of the
other fringe benefits, Dale.
Were down visiting the Burman Fergusons (to see 
Jack,
naturally) and that was 'Cooners Haven. We met *In W
il-
loughby and his hounds. His Walker is "Queen", two Blueti
cks,
"Blue" and "Gaylon". We still haven't managed to get t
hose
two negatives processed, Euin, but please bear with us. We
haven't succeeded in getting the trophy winners p
rinted, so
• far — but we will.
Back .to 'Cooners Haven . . .We met Joe Pat Jones a
nd
"Champ", Ansa Dais poriand and. "LitUelo1111;1,, Ni 
York
Rod "Mike" had planned to join them but couldn't quite 
Mai'
It.
"Little John" wes lost for a while, but is safely at home
now. The fell Otins brought home two 'Coon, treed four, we
believe.
The truly tiful young Black and Tan "King"5 owne
d
by Neal Yo missing last night. Please watch for 
him
• fellows.
Saw a BLd Tan deed on the highway going to Ben-
ton. Not Neal's-KKing", but someone's. Our plea to 
motorists:
Please Drive Carefully and Don't Hit Our Houn4s—PLEASE'
• •
The NUB 1:00k One Of-the family hounds hunting (fresh
air, sunshine and space, that is) yesterday. He saw a 
number
of rabbit and bird hunters, but as usual we have no 
reports
from them.
We don't even have reports from the 'Cooners. Bill Mo-
hundro has joined the crtiwd wit the "tizic", and has
n't
(.'been hunting since Saturday night, Jan. 21st. -
Mr. Vernon Moody and wife Eva are reed fishing enthusi-
asts, if we could talk with them. we Would have fishing news.
- 
-0111101111MIL
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the young soh of Leon and Eva Andrus. The 
young lady
on the right is a bonus the camera gave us. 
Believe she is
Melisa Kaye Pierce.
Above, left, Joe McKinney and "Ole Abe", a 
beautiful'
Walker. On the right is Jackie Rudolph with 
"Buck", a
fine looking Black and Tan.
• • •
We extend a very hearty welcome to a young 
lady who
"gets a kick" out of "Fins 'N Feathers". Thi
s young one is
only 86 years of age. She is Mrs. Gleaner Bya
rs of 744 Nash
Drive, Murray. Miss Gleaner, we would appreciate
 that note
you have been meaning to write us. Thank you for the nice
ents! When you are feeling better, please give 
us a
call, anytime-
•
•
•
Above, left, Bub Jones with "Polly", his Redtlek h
ound.
On the right is Duck Swift and "Duke", also a Redtick.
Above, left, John C. Steele and "Blue", a 
Bluetick. On
the right is Tommy Darnell with a Redtick
 but don't
know its name.
Pat Pierce and the Redtick "Jackson". 
Matters not how
much we flub his pictures, this hound comes 
out beauti-
fully every time.
Shane Andrus and his Redbone pup "H
oney". Shane Ls
SEEN & HEARD . . .
WoriUriued From Page One)
er wheel base and larger bodies
fir:shed in—two- tone colors. "
Yea had the choke of four colors.
and. you got 20 to 30 sillies on a
gallon of gas
-- ---
Standard equipment Included five
steel spaice siheels, windshield w.
Cr. speedometer, gasoline guage.
dashlight, uhrror, rear and atop
hght.s, oil rage, tools.
With pekes Ike' that, we can get
idea- as 40 tho tremendous
ten Mee in
our„ economy to the past 40 years
Mr. and Mrs. K. L, Massey of 221
South nth Street got a close up
view of their son Hush Graves
Massey who I. in Viet -Nara, the
other thy. A news cast was going
on and as the camera moved,
there was Hugh Craves. He wak-
ed tri and leaned *genial a tree
and, Mc. and. M.-s. Massey got a
good look -at him.
The fell, who wrote the play
"Phial War of Olie Winter" mu‘t
be a sadist.
Two Meadowlarks sitting atop
fence posts this morning They
were facing the sun and their
brilliant yellow fronts shined
brightly with their black vests
standing out clearly.
Three big fat doves out early th!s
morning. A Cardinal added a
splash of color.
We ate rather fiulah today.
— —
hangers" or ."butterfly bars".
For your information a Flawide1
Is a Harley Davison Motorcycle.
Ape-hangers are handle-bars on a
motorcycle that go way up high
forcing the rider to place his
hands over Ins head to man-
ipulate the controls, thus giving
the impression, rrantarhat, of an
ape hanging froths a branch. But-
terfly bars are the same, as ape-
hangers only to a lesser degree.
This type of information is vita/
because you can communicate
with certain of our gentry who
use this form of locomotion for
transportation.
Every trade, vocatAon, profeasion,
—Mart- end activity has ha -own
vernacinary.
Didn't knew whether to take a
lane capuile which attacks only
one center or take the other kind
which attacks three centers at
once thus giving immediate re-
lief from cold and suffering.
We are well versed in motorcycle
lingo The term Hawgley is com-
mon at our dinner table and we
hardly raise an eyebrow at "ape-
For instance we learned from
Sergeant Joe Friday on TV that
the 1.13!) user calls the dose or
whatever it is. A "ticket". He takes
a -trip" and he gets the LAID
from a -travel agent".
Lakers Will Meet
Rebels On Tuesday
—The rakers of Calloway County
High School w travel to South
Marshall Tuesday night to take
on the South Marshall Reber
Since Coach Roy Cothran's bro-
ther le principal of South and an-
other brother plays ball for the
Rebels, the Lakera will be playing
their best for a win.
All Laker fans are urged to fol-
low the Laker, to South and back
them as they Lry for their leth
win against five losses
^
Tigers Meet The
' Colts Tomorrow
The Murray High Tigers win
meet the University Bath Colts to-
morrow night in the Murray High
gym with the B-Team game start-
ing at 646 The varsity game will
fogow immediately
Murray High became rejuvenat-
ed last week with their win (over
Benton, The Tigers hope to con-
tinue to win with this week's card
Tigers Lose
To Mayfield;
Meet colts
After defeating Benton last
Tuesday hipght the Murray. High
Tigers went to Mayfield Friday
night and came away with a loss
to the Candinals by the score of
100-67
The Tigers were never in the
game as Mayfield led 26 to 13 at
the end of the first quarter, and
by 45 to 31 at the intermission.
Keith Hill sank in ai points
in the game to grab off scoring
honors, but Vic Dunn and Tony
Rayburn made a fine showing in
be netting 26 points each
for ' the losing tigera. They were
the only two Murray playere 't6
score in double figures but Allan
Beane mixed /37
as he scored nine.
Mayft4d only bad fliree players
In double fisibres plarold Blythe
had 25, and Wa1tersClipppobr4.41,
- Masefield-, eat- rebounded LAIMIIAl• _
40-21
-veirrnewr
during hit.
battle weary
to close the gap
The Tigers wad
town to take on lodat
v malty School
Murray .  13
Ma yfieid , . 36
Murray ffin Olsh 3.
Dunn 26, Itilvbtirn 26,
Maylield.(100) Blythe 26, iiiijae
Senders 2. Clapp 13, Hai 94. Eseedi
weight 2. Wright 2. Powell 8, WIT-,
liamson 1. Venerable 2, Kent/ell
5, Floyd I.
Letter To The Editor
40m4innealflank_Pagt One)
your car to mail ,s letter I parti-
calla:1Y appreciate 'this service be-
cause I have a young son and
often it is dLffIcult for me to
put thksar and carry him into
the post Ice to simply mail a
letter It is also extremely handy
Whom the weather is bad,. Bow-
ever, many people respond to the
courtesy by parking directly in
front at the mat/box and going
re shout their own bushier' —
postal or otherwise
I wonder if the city could more
clearly mart the curb in this area
to make people more aware they
ere Illegally parking Stricter sur-
lel:abut by the meter man would
also lady remedy the situation
Lou
Thank you fur the oppcs#te ,ty
to offer this suthestion
Straerely,
Mrs. '1. al, SpORTiler
FOR CORItte
TIME 1114
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
V/ AL 
753-6363
c°11PEOPLE ,ti BANKI
of
Murray, Kentucky
Final Rites Held
For Clarence Clark
Final ritigi for Clarence B. Clark,
age 73, were held Saturday at the
Byrn Funeral Home Chapel at
Mayfield vath Rev. T. L. Camp-
bell officiating. Burial was in the
Farin.ngton Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Cecil Alderdice,
Otha Alexander, Paul Canter,
Clyde Coney, Billy Milby, and Jeff
Dick
Clark. a resident of Lenrwille
Route One, died Thursday at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a veteran of World War
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Mary Clark. son, Wade Clark of
Graves County, two uncles, John
and Lloyd °lark, and se% eral
nieces and nephews
0 I I
(Continued From Page One)
237 Sunday. A policeman was shot
9.1111e a-UMW-trig to investigate a
looting report and an Iowa truck
14/1144IF reported being
knifepoint from his stalled truck,.
which wag then pillaged of 126,-
000 worth of hams.
A windstorm churned through
the Waarnette Valley into Port-
land, Ore., Sunday, with gusts
measuring up to 63 miles per hour.
Mild weather dominated the
west half of the nation with tem-
peratures Sunday recorded in the
70s and 808 in Texas. Cold %la-
ther chilled the Southeast with
the mercury sliding to the 40s as
far south as central FIcirida,
threatening vegetable and water-
melon crops.
Benton Physician
Found In Hospital
In Chattanooga
For the women with better
things to do than iron shirts
We have a
complete, modem
and efficient profes-
sional shirt laundering service.
Now you can free yourself from the
chore of washing and ironing shirts. I Our
shirt process makes shirts look and feel brighter
... stay fresher longer. And we do them the way your hus-
band wants therft Heavy, medium, light or no starch at all.• You'll
like our professional Semitone drycleaning service, too Give us. call today.
Shirts folded or on hang-
er. Free minor repairs.
All buttons replaced
free..
Any shirt returned with a miming
button will be laundered free of
charge!
BOONE'S
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS"
"The Cleaners That's Interested In You"
march for Dr Rchert L
one of Benton s three physichuilk
has ended
Benton Mayor Lenton Wirth
said Sunday he found Guilett in
a Chattanooga hospital suffering
from double pneurnonia
The dolitor was reportedly miss-
ing since Tuesday and had been
the alert of a three-state search
Mayor Lenten said he feared foul
play after Oulkett had ipt been
seen for three days
"You could Bet your watch by
the man's activities." Lenton said
Lenton said he had found Crud-
iett through "channels," upon
which he declined to elaborate.
PAGE THRZE
.5
SOVIET MINE—Navy Lt. Frame Talarico displays the luT•g
triggering fuse from a barnacle-covered Soviet-made mine
(right) found in the Long Tau River in South Vietnam.
The river Is Saigon's main shipping channel to the sea. The
1,000-pound mine Contained 500 pounds of .explialvesk
* - -
NORMATION„
(Continued From Page One)
She talked by telephone to a
friend of her husband's about a
business transaction at the ear-
lier time and sounded -normal."
At 8 05 p.m., her daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Harrington. oohed to find Mrs.
Sotomon slain.
Office-5 hAve checked out doz-
ens of reports and tips since they
were called to the /scene at 8:13
p.m. December 2, almost two
months ago. None of the reports
has panned out.
The finger of suspicion has
pointed to at least 30 persons in
conordion with the case At least
that many people have been clue/i-
roned, fingerprinted or placed un-
der surveillance.
BENTrIe. Tenn CPI —Ilse- Ahnoet endless rumors have
grown up and "slightly hampered
the investigation," the officers
said.
AM the checking has led to a
dead end, although some of the
suspects seethed to be good ones
and aome of the leads seemed so-
li* before thorough inve4tigation
found them to ke-.41aDe w
- The nErliOrl 41013121e1 from such
things as an es-convict': and a
l _wansta thk,car while they com7
milted the crinie. But the story •
was concocted out of the man's
Jealousy-twisted mind in an at-
tempt to get even, officers learned.
A school child in a city near
Benton told her principal she
knew who shot Mrs. Solomon. She
and a friend had overheard adults
at a drinking party talking about
"the woman- Who' was shot near
Calvert City."
It turned cut t3 be another
woman who was shot in the hand.
In stall another COUrity, a re-
spected church leader had asper-
sions cast against bun. It was be-
cause he bought a shotgun, pay-
ing a large portion of the cost in
Cpatteta.
It Noilla rumored the Bihar came
from the Solomon home. Invesd-
gation proved it came from
church collections. -
Earli rerpcca regiiii*If careful.
time-consuming checking. There
have been many other such in-
vestigations.
The sheriff and Kentucky state
police continue their probe with
the hope that the reward offer
will stimulate more tips and, hope-
fuley, more accurete ones.
At one point, he even claimed he
l441W YOU KNOW
by United Pres& international
church official's eoincidenta/ por- Yugc.--lav_a came Into existence
chase with a rapacious amount of tin 1915 Utrough the union of the
saver coins, investigators said independent =rush of Sertca and
An ex-convict "enriched" on his Montenegro and the emancipated
wife arid her boyfriend He said Slavic lands of the diwnembered
he heard them planning the theft. Austro-Hungarian Empire.
AUTHORIZED DEALER tik41114 CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORAT,011
rOdie5 3nd gentlemen,it gives me heart-feltpleasure tb artnounca your
Plymouth de3ler'S fir5t annual
Come to our Win-You-Over Sale. Get a winning deal on all Plymouths.
TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc'
4th and .Poplar;
FM
Murray, Kentucky
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711r calsgwvw ttkmt, Ervi.xxx
AYIATION-ST1 LE Mach I and CI In • Isms choice of 
grey.
green or bronze are version of entente model sear p
ilots
wore in World War LI. Featheraght frame is go
ld filled
Fashion Comes
To Sunglasses
Sy TAD ROVIADY
PRIOR to World Wolf Old
a. MeeMplenem at pelealnell
- ler ber ma by plea end
Oa nesering it One
private diwaida EWA, Mars
and sportsmen.
After the war. came a gime
of increased leisnre-thise Iv-
Ogg with a great move to the
1 11"9 1brttius new emplbasis on
aelideer Ws. gemdminlie be-
ams a 'Menrear Ma NO
Mr Or Wit port. dm nem
a .---- --
I-Isdid Eine mme--ibeadideldilbe
A hew Mel elp•
image was egdiggilly deasiged
whim a new asmtpt Insum-
gimes wait allinlibsced high
feudelma wreparemeis in many
styles awl esbdOnang cokes.
Mewed Meledites reacted
famembly and begged set the
growing trend of wearing
~hems as a llgt fashion
elnelleery.
Wag Olisiglaa age offered
imengs iplisitiebabrier-41111116.11.1se wagon.
Os !edam seem has been
galeind memeediem until now
Om" am Apes. Mapes and
adore for all eimbrein
Tim I/1 e d 4111-11ye• sun
gleams dllown byre are by
Be& and Ski; tbe others are
by Ream* Intarnati mai
frames insportan
A word of co 
tWhil•
to
taaluon they must never over-
deaclow the importance et the
Isms&
I Offer Good Tuesday,SPECIAL
HER AND HIM: aquaria* Tram* delfts did extra WS*
lenses convey aura of drama and sopideticatios mod do WM
scanning sights trith eye mums. Bo& in chaise of otsiges.-
BLACK AND %%MITE op-art sunglasses
are strikingly chic. have prwriemon lenses
and corns also ia blue and green checks.
i4c.ANDAL-EVER (earned in stark white
are arr.art fun, knacky and have polarized
lens. Also come in colors, including black.
* 0 N if OITR SERVI
CE*
DRY
CLEANING OFFER!
Jan 31, and Wednesday, February 1
DRESSES
PLAIN
• * ALL WORK GUA
RANTEED *
I4ever i‘n Extra Charge For One Hour Service
I  ONE-HOURMARTINRING
— East Side of the StIllado —
ONR HOUR SERVICE*
1
eh MONDAY — JANUARY 30
, 19037
1 
VOW4r4r4 ali 1
The Ledger & Times . . . Phone 753-1917 or 753 4947
'Thrifty' Sister Not Too Bright
By Abigail
DEAR ABBY: I have an old,*
rer ,who la' n-trie -at the-thriftr
I should say "cheap"--but,
all, she is my Yam. Elbe mar-
1 late in life and her husband
aaay soon after, leaving her
rlice bundle. She keeps it hidden
,ninewhere. She won't put It in the
bank where it can draw interest be-
the doesn't want anyone to
- know how much she's got.
She could bee like a Wow
file denial herself luxuries became
she .hageg, to part with mdetay.,All
the Mike about is the miss Me stone
are baring. She terser entertaans
became II costs too much, so of
, course she has no friends How can
I get her to realize she can't take
It with her?
HER 8113112t
DEAR SISTE 'tR. You can. DM I
yee should tell her that If tube plans
to tale it with her. she'd better psi
It be the bank beforeimenee fluids
the biding place and takes it with
BIDE,
• • •
DEAD ABBY: Some of my re-
latives and I are having a diaagtee-
men& They my that warn mooting
stunts • person's crou th. I 8mq It
doesn't I have an wide who stands
6 feet tan and he has been smoking
t since the age of 14. so I "Wink I ant
right. What do you think?
PUZZLED
- - _ . ...
Num puZZLLD: Your releilime
' meal be sigimi. Tamil never knew
ben OE year meek might have
grown bad he NOT semoked.
• • •
DEAR ABBY How do I explain
my mentally Ili brother to my
fiance? try brother hes been in •
mental Immital far neer* 10 yews.
NA comes hart to vim twice • year
ter a eyed". seed I vied bent about
anis • M. Pile Is not in 
thisedgy.) I don't know what type of
mental nines he has. or bow be
got that way.
Mother said he had • "nervous
breakdown" and. is "confused." But
he doesn't seem confused to use. Be
yokes a lot and is very thoughtful —
even remembering peopie's birth-
days
I love my brother and want my
Hance to love him, too, but mother
seems ashamed of him, and has
asked that I not mention bun or
his condinon unW after I am mar-
ried. This doesn't seem rigid. What
Is your advice?
ENGAGED
DEAR ENGAGED: Tee are tra-
gically uninformed about year bre-
" IKES
SOVIET SOFT LANDING This Ls where the Soviet q,c
hleved
Its 114t buldinir on the western edge of the Moo
n with Luna
13. The :.1-0-u area stria js about 6110 by 300 nuIew
Van Rare n
thetaoemOtion. Too base a rd
-le inesw-lbe fart& aid 111Ir tiff i'mme
fiance. a talk witle year lire-
times defter.
And when yea next visit year bro-
ther, ins Re your fiance along. Men-
tal Meese hi the family Is nothing
to be ashamed of. I know et no
(amity that has escaped it ems-
Bilstskyi
• • •
SOCIAL CALENDAR
'Monday, February 2
Group ID of the First Otriettan
Church CWF mil meet with dins.
Marlin Warner, Jr., at 9:30 am.
• • •
Friday, Febniary
Lady golfers of Calloway County
Country Club wall serve and pre-
pare a prune rib dinner for silt&
onesibers and out .of town guests
at 610 psn. at the dub. A bingo
party will follow the dinner. Please
make reservations by January 30
with Mrs Bob Hibbard 753-6696 or
Mrs. Don Robinson 753-6526.
—
'Mop" Indiestes growth. lie who
Dr time changing le Uwe.
- . • • 
 _
Hoe has the world been treating
you? Unkind your Problems on Dear
Abby, Box 67700, Los Angeles. Cal..
90069 For a personal. unpublished
FelltY• inekee a self-ad
dressed.
stamped envelope.
• • •
Fee Abby's bookisi, "Hew to Rare
a Lovely Wedding," send II to Abby,
CONFIDENTIAL TO WALTER: Box 0706, Los Angeles. Cal., 90069.
MOM WHIM NOW N11111-
-ro1v Pall pleese' ern"^
Robertson, former ictmeepsi mailete
r. alter his ordination
as • priest in the 
Vatican's *MID Ohm& 
Iteleertma.
from Louisville. Ky.. is a U 
S-Mary veteran reeleisphofesi
,11•IteS OWN PLOT—A
based
Bhuketry (above), head 
of
the Palestfne Ldleration 
Or-
ganization, announced tn
Cairo the formation or a 
se-
cret revolutionary co
uncil of
Arabs inside and outs
ide
4cm:but to plot the ov
erthrow
of Jordan's King YlUss
em.
They feel the 32-year
-old
monarch isn't Iron - fisted
enough &genial IsraeL
GET
RID OF
PESTS
WE'LL DANIA!
THEM FOR GOOD
II the persistent presence
Cl silverfish getting you
READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS
MIT OUR FR=
IRTIMATI
We exterminate pests Cl
all kind_s at low emit
down7 We'll get them out
of your house or apart-
then% to STAY omit
KELLY'S .
GONTROL
Phone 753-1111
The biggest advance in drycleaning in
more than a generation!
The drycleaning of tomorrow is here.. now. . as Semitone
makes a scientific break-through!
drycleaning chemistry cleans clothi:
:1, wh
"of
Caller Inah
Sanitone
Boone's Laundry&Cleanen
"The Cleaner That's Interested In You"
e
at
6
4
5.
'mai
1 of
I Or-
In
se-
211 of
Aside
brow
fisted
at
mews
g you-
mg. et
to
•
tt
•
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'Olt RENT
1111011 ROOSta for College boys, one
Mink from campus. ehone 758-3665,
or 7$3-1166. Feb. 9-C
THE EMI:M.9SY. Large two-bed-
room apartments; carpeted, in-
dividual heat and egr-ciondition-
ing; furnished or unfurnished. 106
South 12th Street 763-7814.
TWO ole•D
trailers. Call
753-4401 at
THREE BEDROOM
763-2720 in dayunie.
Melt. Couple only.
F - 1 -C
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED
apex talon t. Reel nice Call 763-
54ee J-30-C
APARTMENT upnairs. All utties--
paid Former Jennings house on
Poplar 'iLreet near hoapital. Phone
753-5131 Ertl'-36,--1-70O-pnv-entn-
pm. Monday thru Friday. 4-31-C
Otig LARGE FURNISHED bed-
room for college boy. Electric
heat. Phone 763-1483. 4-31-C
NICE ROOMS FOR BOYS acmes
street from campus SIO and $25
month with utilities furnished,
cooking priveles
ALSO FOR SALE '57 Ford truck
ramonekay priced Cali 753-4771 or
inquire at 405 North 1615* Street.•
_
FURNISHED APT„ for college '
closete, available next anneeter. I
Meet for couple or 4 stutienta. Near
University, 753-2640. F-1-P
At Ti',. Movers
CAPRI THEATRE Box Office opens
daily at 1:00 p. to. 30 minutes of
Stereo Music from 1:00 p. m. until
1.30 p. m. Contintous showing front
1:30 p. m. TPC
*CANTED
WANTID TO RUY- Clean Cotton
rags, Ledger & Times, phone ?SS-
19111. '17NC
FURNISHED APT., Sirge
boys approved housing. P
dai%. _ _7N- 194 •g&gr_P• on.
F- 1-C
NOTICE
BONNE PsF1-1 SPECIAL . Free
2 ounce 10-0-6 lotion a ith $3.00
axe. Holland Drugs. J -30- C
0,111:TaliBETperTniinent.FOR SPRWave8510! ai2t.000...078
Beauty Salon. from Feb. 1 to 15.
Dm& '763-3561 for appointments.
F-I-C
A PUTTURE MAX* lo 11102 at WHEAT STRAW and Jap _bal.
Van Olenee School or say pidures'ptioue 413b-24071. J -30-C
og Vireo Jones II you know the' 
'LOCAL, 04R - 61 Dodge 4 door.
Has all power, factory air, 408
South ath. 46,000 miles - 753-3369.
J -30- P
whareMeibta of theee piotures
poem call 763-3694. ITC
FOR SALE
1958 FORD 4-door, in good ooncil-
tion. Call 162-3552 after 6 p. m. °
2-BEDROOM BRICK house. Living
room, kitchen, bath, and utility, car
port, lot 100 by 250 feet, located
north 16th extended street, one-
fourth nuts' from city limits. Also
vacant lot 100 by 250 feet. Call 753-
2339. J-30-P
NEW '11IREE BEDROOM house,
1 a Mahe, carpet and itnyl litior.
isse*.fir.e 4111•4; --4"4,1.1-
cookLop . Paved street and drive-
way. On''131m-Wa C, tie, Also nice
1.5 o bedroom hiy neer A.Uno
FG-Ph.o. For appointment on in-
formation call 763-6402. F- 1-P
MOB USED MORTis Hom
es. 8
and 10 et. wide, As low as 6100.00
Sown with low monthly- payments
Call 71534720 in daytime. 753-4491
at night F- 1-C
She Couldn't Believe What Was Hap
pening--
.377/1,06 241141WX"X!*itilLge,
IMbkatten't by Mary Parodist
-
rem no wowed pu I Lobed by Comeare-Wel
ises, 1st, VW
• 19W br D. W. adon. 
Distributed by else restores g=tib
e.
CHAPTER 29
PATRICK.- Emily Bowma
n
& said, "bow ions have you
known abet Dolly r
"Only above we were in Ma-
drid and your billareatin
grave 'led ate to thia4iscavet7
that there was no reciald at say
Dolly Bowman having died," be
said, -Certainly see lead -beat
admitted to the English 111Opl-
tal. Both she and Hannan !be
records and that netn had been
discharged. recovered. So Han-
nah nal brought Doll) back to
Granada Where was Me? if
She oas still alive there was
only one place and one person
she could be Las Loco living in
the house in the Calle de Fa-
tima and • regvao to which no
one paid any attention until
Juana was old enough to bear
it_
'Before Kiss Juana there was
no trouble" Patterson said
?iarshly. "Nobody bothered.
Even then, it you ..,iadn t come.'
she looked at Emily accusingly.
"n othiag eireaki have been
stirred up"
Unexpectedly Pattersona tip'
trenibled She had beid in the
truth too long Now It was go-
ing It pour out ef. her.
"I always loved Ube Dolly
I visited her every week. 
['liar'
will tell you 1 never neglect
ed
her Not that she knew 
me
any more"
"When did this all begin?
"
Emily asked
"I don't really know I 
was
her reason"
"f3o you thought it Would be
Ironic Justice if Hannan
 host
hers" Patriot booked 
at Pat-
terson without pity
"No. no. I never meant 
that
"But you meant other t
hings,"
Patrick said grimly "You 
and
your cowardly nephew"
-If the minreas could
 have
her here-" Patterson 
darted a
look of enmity at Emi
ly and
Patrick said:
"I know Your tyranny 
had
been a comparatively pett
y one
until then Only lining 
','our
nest very comfortably 
But
Master Raymond had 
bigger
Ideas."
"How was 1 to know?" Pat
-
terson moaned.
"What is DOR about?" Em
ily
asked.
"Patterson has been black
-
mailing Hannah for a long
 time,
with the threat of telli
ng about
Dolly. She Watt paying
 for ner
nephew's education and ga
ther-
ing capital for him
, she said
But then Raymond got
 too
greedy. He had guess
ed what
was going on find thoug
ht it
was going on too slowly
. He
vroutd come and hasten the
process." Pat rick looked 
at
Patterson stonily
41, Pattersion's _fare
 had boat Its
ruddy color.
did nothing. Mr. Patrick.
I swear it "
"But you term' w•irribd t
hat
Lucie migat havc heard a con-
vemattlea between you and Ray-
menet Weren't you? Because
you and that unprepossessing
young man parted rather hastily
Is Lade hams out of her room.
RarriArai_ °ai& 
door was
Vett Oillf gia IL *NW
shack. As it happened. It was
WIN lisatett-alba. nor -Leosis. I
admit I beard nothing else, if
that gives you my satistaction.
I forgot tbe whole teem until
after Lode's accident_ Then L
pat two and vivo together and
realized that you weren t taking
any risks. You hai arranged
tor Raymuno to call to Lucie
town the maze alter you knew
She riad taken sleeping pills "
Pietterson's eyes even though
terrified. were still spiteful
"He's not the Loy I thought tie
was if he called to Miss Lucie
I didn't know.-
"But you Knew the ̂ act mo-
ment to go into her room When
she was leaning over the bal-
cony"
"I didn't touch her, sir! I
t
was the pills that made her
dizzy. She lost her balance and
felt"
• • •
HANNAN was com
ing down
the stairs very slowly.
When she taw 'fruity and Pat-
rick she paused and said. "Fa-
bric, tells 11110 there is someone
important to see me."
As she punted open the door
 everything in those days Bu
t
of the big cool lying room 
Fine she had to be shut up wh
en she
MIN; out her arm to Pa
trick lost her mind 'Mat was 
un
only • servant I Juni saw
 that for support -Naar-bored there 
she perative "
Miss Hannah soon beg
an boas- stood as still as Stone 
"So you prevailed on Don
' tng everything and 
Don Jaime, At last she Whispered
 in a Jaime to give Vier
 • bombe and
disappeelsed. and Miss Do
lly 'warm voice 'Who nee 
played an Income"
broke her sweet heart and
 lost this trick on me ! Patte
rson? "Didn't ht. owe It 
to her' And
That old devil! I'll kill her!"
 someone had to pay 
Pablo and
"Not Patterson. Mama." geld 
Mar. Goodness know• they
 ve
?}biles "1 did Ti I thought 
fushbared their nests." Hannah
S Change, of scenery a 
good Well fast recitalists n
et confi
idea for my mother" 
dome. "Aarway. I always 
was
There followed a silence that 
• Ladd Relallamlafiallitem" 
-t
Minn, thought would never 
end. .'Then 
Why, ftwonab•- Mat- -
And the whole picture was fit- WII8 Patrick- 
"dlaOtI Ingot en
ling into place before Fabrice 
ii y seeing Don Jaime ft
bi5me! The Prsinrio del 
SO(
Why were you so pleased when
she said she had no desire to
live in a castle? eiere you hop-
ing Dolly's answer would'ha
ve
been the name? Were you suf.
faring retnorse
"Who doesfil'!" said Hannah,
looking at Patrick suspiciously.
"Who doesn't, indeed. But
sorely this was specific remorse
As If you had once ruined
Dolly's chances of Irving in •
castle."
"I told you Dolly ruined her
own chances. You don't kn
ow
pride until you meet a Spanish
grantTee."
"And yet he never married," -
Patrick speculated "Ite Must
have loved - Dotty rem' muc
h
Almost enough not to mind
about the baby. If, Indeed, 
he
Mien about "
_
went on. "She is my mother,
Ian I she' I realized that when
Fonily told me about that por-
trait in the Pnleulo del Sol. 
It
explained a lot that has bcah-
wed me. Don Jaime was 
my
father.- wasn't he? And this 
is
my mother."
"Fabrice! Flow dared you-"
Hannah's stick tapped agitated-
ly "She was well looked aft
er.
I saw to that"
"Perhaps. But she belongs
here. This Is her house. 
So
I've brought her home"
The exquisite Dolly, trUit fabu-
lous Doily, mad, adorable Dolly
as her many admirers h
ad
called her, was a white-hai
red
old woman with a porcelain sk
in
and thistledown hair. She 
sat
beside Fahrice on the couch,
one hand trustingly in his S
he
was like a doll. Her fad
ed
flower-like hlue eyes Nere qu
ite
empty.
"The house isn't hers," Han-
nah sold tiar,Oily "It's 
mme
She gave it to me" Ha
nrinn
was •iininioning her t
enacious
strength to meet this last ch
al-
lenge "Vary well. Fahrice since
you insist on knowing Dolly
gave me [nektons* in return tor
assuming"' yap parentage.
That's why 1 sisatteo Ferdie.
Ha agreed to be year father.
You Mee bora mike respectably
as taraillawrillegaprasei leer-
dinsnd Rbmero. No ass widow,
the truth but her," las 
cated Dolly, 'and ~a forgot-
Les it. And," ilialmilfe face
darkened, "PattevesiL •.i 113E
Patterson. OM ter some
she grew to bate ate'
Hannah groped for a Chair
and sat down
-Go en. Mamita." said Pat-
rick.
-What else is there to tell"
I came to Spain to save Dulls
from a disastrous_ marriage .,no
found her expecting the Chita
of Don Jaime She said the
nightingales had bewitched Get
Faugh! I never Rao Any pa-
tience with her romanUes
"And so they didn't marry
Patna' prodded. -Why
"Becauae a Spanish rioialernan
doesn't make • shotgun mar
riage," Hannah mapped 'Don
Jaimi disappeared and Dom,
who had never been very stable
mentally, lost tier reason Rav-
ing the child. Ferdie and.' were
to give the baby a name And
Dolly wail to shi.re our home, of
course, and keep her reaprillk•
ability. Respect a rainy meant
"Larks Mothled all the viay
down the minim and at last
lay still, her hesd -twisted at
an unnatural angle- " The
ators „conies to a Aromatic
conclusion here tomorrow.
From thil novel published by toward - 
M,ranfl Inc 190 Copyright 45 
1965 by D. S. Idea.
Distributed ay Slap reatures 
Syndicate
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FOR "a job well done feeling"
dean carpets with Blue Lustre.
Aleut electric shampooer $1. Swim
Hardware. 7-4-C
1063 FORD Pickup, Custom Cab,
key bed, good condition, Call 763-
GAS Ileye Cr 435-6466 meas. F-1-P
s4 czeivia0aArr tho1 metal
dunip littgek Molar, 435-4976.
F-1-P
CARD OF THANKS
The 
lo &wee' Weir thants and
family of cozy Caldwell
appreciation to everyone for 144
many kind thinks done for us dur-
ing our recent bereavement,
all of %hien helped us so morn.
His wife, Ruby (Aildwell
Now You Can Own
A Wig That Looks
Like Your Own'
Hair!
Made From Heal Human
Hair
Even your be.st friends will
not know yc,u're wearing a
wig.
ELEGANT
These glamorous wigs do
wonders for your looks:
100% Human Hair
Wig_
• Black • Dark Brown
• Oil Black
• Dark Auburn
HORNIR LE'S
Barber Shop
213 Spruce 753-3685
Hours: 5:00-10 Weekdays
1.00-7:30 p.m. Sat'days
tr
-Zs
oltoLP w WM%
LADY roil Fula. or part - urns
work. Must haye use of oar. Ap-
ply in writing to Box 161, Mur-
ray. Ky. F- 1 -C
WHO 15 SHP--Juv
enile au-
thorities in Nashville, Tenn..
are trying to , locate t
he
family of this girl, 12-year-
old Judy Marie Smith, wh
o
has been in their custody
since Dec 22, when she was
found at a bus station.
Either she does not know or
won't say where family is.
ROOM FOR 6 college boys, clean,
furnished house with kitchen.
room mal 3 bedrooms. '163-3040.
P-1-P
PROPEBBIONAL TYPX
...with excellent potential for
right man. selling Goodyear Main-
tenance Produces 40 or ceder.
Wine B. C. Delta, Praident, Con-
solidated Paint tic vanalsh. 912 Nast
Ohio Buikhng, Cleveland, Ohio
44114 7-4-0
FORMER EDITOR DIES-Leslie
P Eich el ( above ) former
editor of Central Press As-
sociation, is dead in his
Jackson Heights, N.Y.. home
He was actively conno. ted
with network television in
his later years. Eichel 'was
co-author Of the Broadway
play "Dowsistreatia in Eo
SEMI-RETIRED MAN OR IV-OMAN
- To Carry LedgerA Times Paper Route
Apply at Ledger & Times Office
tine
--_
r
D LOVE \\ 
TO LIV:5
TO LIVE IN 
HAWAII
BERMUDA
ci"u13R/A/G
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•
CROSSWORD PUTZI.E
ACROSS "
1-free talwit
5•Footesear
9-Likele
12 -Verve
13-Rip
14 Game at cards
15-Mova back
17 -Note of scale
18-Cleaning Oavica
19-Meut
21 -Retail
establishment
23 Musical
mstrument
27 Exists
2e Rants
79 Humorist •
31 -Hindu cymbals
34 -Preposition
35-Condenbed
moisten,
37.WsisNsl
India
39-Cerwassa paint
40-Damp
42-Weaken
44 Lasso
46-tridelin4e
article
46-feit
malignant a
She commie!
53-0poling al
her.
55 Symbolfor
tellurium
57-Multnude
61 Inlet
62 Sicilian
volcano
64 Slave
Kelloc)
66 So •olie -•
elan 1 sisal ,
4-Scoffed
11-Strict
6-Pronows
7•Gtain
11-GoOdires of
discord
9-heady
10-indigent
11-Drink heavily
16-Platforme
20-Recent
22-504e of scale
23-Blackbird
24-Path
25-Symbol tor
siker
266 Its (contr.)
30-Cylindrical
32 Poker stake
33-Conduct
36 Armed conflict
38-11m ks down
WYNN
alma,
tamerses
3t="
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Attention Boys!
An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We nerd a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at one.e.-Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Timer office.
_
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I 1„) L...OVE TO
LIVE IN
SPAIN
r(
I'D LOVE _
ON THE MOON
SO I'D BE
WEIGHTLESS
••• • A.. O5"-lo', ••••••11
• ,0*, •• ~NI Pon" %mama •••
I VVOULLSI,'T
A TEN-FOOT rote, Krri LUCE/xi-
/ft AND THE BOYS WEREN'T QU
ITE
SURE IT WAG
ALIVE,
yAS'm. AN IS
puFF PAN T.f.'"-
BRIK/CIN' 1110'
MAH L-LOVE .67
444
-
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Ls •••••44.6L-4_
SIG, BRAVE
HEROES -
THREE
AGAINST
ONE.'
WE'RE JUST TR YING
TO PRESERVE
Nme OF CRABTREE
CORNERS H/614.1
WHEN WE GET MATOIERLY!!
TO THE FINISH, TN' ONE WHAT
I'LL CARRY CARRIES HIM
HIM\ OvERff On/ER IS ENOITLF_D
TO MARRY
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Time Out
- By-
GAlE GARRISON
AIM
As I have stated before. I am a reg
ular reader of thil "Fins
'N Feathers hunting and fishing 
column, that Ed and Lee
Smith writes for the Ledger & T
ines. I don't know much
about huntinf or fishing. so I have 
always had to take what-
ever they say as the truth, until last 
Monday. The statement
which I was in doubt about was when 
they said, "for a whole
60 seconds junior was speechless" I 
find this hard to believe,.
and as I said to Lee, who is junior, I 
would have liked to have
had a. tape recorder there to record 
that "60 seconds of s11-1
trite'. 
_
But, all kidding iside, it was a beautif
ul plaque, and one
which they deserved very much, because 
of the time and the,
hard work which they have put in for the 
hunters and fisher-
men in this area. Congratulations to 
both Ed and Lee on
MIddie Tummies tonight here.
The Ra :ers won the..r first game
with the fielders at iturtrees-
boro 96-93 in cvertime The Raid-
ers nal csanc from n points he-
bind in the scrcrid ha/ to tie
the s:ore as regulation time ran
out
, The Racers played peshaps their
beat baaketbell of the season M
buildau their big lead over Shel-
1 die Howee er, the fantastic pe-cand - half shooting of Raiders
Wale Brawn and Jay Cole al-
mast ezlipsed the Murrayeff rt
TI
Racers Meet Middle Tennessee
Tonight In OVC Game Here
The Murray Same Racers will Ea i• :ern Kentucky and the lathes
isse' far their fifth Ohio Valley to Murray. Tennessee Tech sad
Otiolinsice am of the reason' and M..:thead The East Tenzissiet
iir second__ Cl the year over t game was played at Johnson City
and the Raiders eon by the aim.
1-point enaza.n as the league-
, leading Western *Zappers,
I Starters far the Raiders ere
brbby Gleaner 11621, C. ULU
Eirr.wn I 14 7). El cum= (10.1),
and a Art Polk (100).Tommy
i!frown, a transfer guard who was
a high chool AE-firaarlhan, be-
came e'lgable for gay ibis week
and is expected to add a lot of
punch to the MaitEe attack,
wins were over East 'Tennessee and
Mu:my. 10-a overall and 4-2
In the OVC, will start Wm* Mc-
Pherson (22.4), Billy Chumbie:
Middle had a on 8 games and 444.3). Dick Qunningham (14.'s
lost I going into a 8atua night Don thoncais 143 and Rick liii -
game with Austin Peay and were erstack (10.3)
3-I in the canter.. nce had 90 points at MidTheir OVC Chunibler
die. McPherson 36. Revel-stock lb,
Ciuthingliam 11, and Demean 10
--Clunningliam. the nation's leading
rebousuler, had only 12 recoveries
In the game. hes lowest total of
the mason.
The Murray end Middle frosh
play a premunary game at 6
o'cicak. The varsity game will be
at 8.
Note: All tickets to the Murray-
Western game FOruary 25 have
been sold. Also. since reservations
by press and radio have been So
sigh_ no scouts win be permitted
t sit in the pres.hox,
Dale Hollow Dam and Reser-
voir a one of sex projects de-
veloped by the Nashville District.
us. Army Criles of Er.gineers, m
thy Cumberlani River basin. Lo-
cated on the Obey River three
miles east of Celina, Tenn., the
project has a drainage area of
iquorat tIes. At • maximum
pool lowed the reservoir covers $O,:'
00 acres and has a shoreline of
00 males.
35 the
Calloway Lakers Back Into Winz,Thev::47:71'.:',7 ,`" is
with about 40 seconds 
left in the
Column After Two Setbacks game, %hen the fans started 
Yell-
. ins for a hund
red, but too many
After losing two straight games
Callcway got back In the win
oolumn Sattcday night by defeat-
ing Fulton Crunty. with ease, 95
to 45
Oalloway's Henry Armstrong was
the first to break the ire when
he got the tip and went in for a
two-pointer lent 15 wends after
the start of the game. Fulton took
the bail out. but lost it to the
Lakers, and Armstrong scored a-
gain. Fulton gave it another try
but had the bail taken away for
the second time. and Clayton Har-
grove scored for CaEoway.
Fulton made three triee before
they were able to score, but Arm-
sirens and Key had each added
lave points before they could. Sam
Pirtle was ithe one to get Fulton
In the scoring with a lutnPec.
winning this award.
By the way, for anyone who would like to s
ee this plaque,
it, is hanging on the wall In the Ledger & 
Times office.
• • •
The fans in this district should be thankfu
l for the fact
that they get to play the district tourname
nt in the Murray.
.4--
State University Field House
Some of the other districts are not so lucky, 
they have tO
play in high school gyms and some of th
em are not large
enough to hold a regular season crowd, let al
one a district
tournament crowd And they have to play the 
game one a
night and this makes the tournament last 
all week, which is
hard on the fans who want to see all the g
ames Not only on
their not getting enough rest, but it dOesn't
-help their potilll
bOok any. Not to assy anything about tit poor
Here in the first region, the first district will be
 played at
Carlisle County, the second at Tilghman, the t
hird at Loves,
and the fourth at M.S.0
These games will start the first week in March, 
still a lot
of basketball between now and then
One of the districts In the state will be played at Pa
ul G.
Blazer High School. I wonder how many fans know w
here that
101001-111. Ef you don't intow ask
I XI° know- .
• • •
Another bay from this area who is doing' an outsta
nding
job ;tarrying eolbege ball, and who I like to brag about
 is Bobby
Warren, who played for South Marshall and Ls pl
aying for
Vanderbilt now. I saw him on television Saturday, he lo
oked
real good.
•
Calloway had a couple of boys back in action over the
weekend. Pat Lamb took a real bad spill a week ago Fr
iday,
and had to be carried out on a stretcher. He wasn't hurt
 bad,
but said he was sore.
The other boy was David Cunningham who had been out
for some time due to a bad knee, but the doctor said he
could get back into action Saturday night. He only played fo
r
a few minutes Saturday, but I expect that he wth see more
action before the year is over. Good to have you back David.
• • •
Murray State is doing alright on their individual records
In the OVC.
Herb McPherson Is second in individual scoring with a
total of 336 for an average of 22 4 per game.
Bill Churribler is ninth in individual scoring with 244 and
an average of 14.3, Dick Cunningham is 13th with 224 and an
average of 149, and Don Duncan Ls 16th with 214 and an
average of 14 3.
Rick Haverstock is first in Field Goal percentage, as he
has taken 114 shots from the field and connected on 62 of
them for a percentage of 54.4 Herb McPherson is 17th, hitting
131 of 289 for a percentage of 453.
Dick Cunningham is first in rebounding, pulling in 328
for a naverage of 21 9 per game.
In the Free Throw department Herb McPherson is second
as he hit 74 of 84 attempts for an average of 88 1. Don Duncan
has been to the line an even 100 times and has made 86 of
them, and holds down third place Dick Cunningham has in
average of 80 0 per 'cent, hitting 40 of 50 tries. Billy C'humbler
has hit 58 of 82 for a percentage of 70.7.
Not bad at all!
me. this is one thing thati-
• • •
"PENNINGTON'S PROGNOSTICATIONS"
Tuesday, January 31. Wingo over Fulton City, Carlisle
over Ballard, Fulton Co over South Fulton, St Mary over
Lone Oak, Heath over Reidland. Lnwes over Cuba. Mayfield
over Sedalia, Murray over University School, Calloway over
South. and North over Benton.
Priday, February 3. Fulton County over Fulton City, Lowes
over Carlisle, Hickman.over•Wingo, Lone Oak over SPInsonla,
Ballard over Reldland, Heath over South, Tilghman over
Benton, Mayfield over St Mary, Cube over University School,
Farmington aver Fancy Farm, Sedalia over Murray, Calloway
over Caldwell.
Saturday, February 4. Tilghman over North, Cuba over
Palmersvrile, Term., Mayfield over Daviess Co. Hopkinsv e41,11
over South.
Weageo evook,f,
.v.
with 4:56 left in the quarter.
The Falcons were never in the
game, and werna even able to
breik into double figures in the
first stanza. as Calloway led 22
to 9 at the first horn.
Coach Ray Cothran used his
subs for several minutes Milne
the game, and only once did they
lose the margin of lead. This came
In the second quarter, when all
the subs checked in with 2-01, and
the Lakers leading 40 to 13. The
second team only scored one lone
point, this was a free throw by
Pat Lamb, while Fulton was scor-
ing ,10. Calloway led 41 to 33 at
the intermission.
During the second half Callo-
way used b rotating sub system,
and they didn't seem to have the
fame five boys out there any time
for a very long perkod. The Lak-
minutes had tacked off, 
and Ful-
ton seemed to be 
content not to
score, but just to keep t
he Lakers
from scoring the hundr
ed points.
The Laker& had five 
players in
double figures, with S
tan Rey
leading the pack with 26 p
oint&
Henry Armstrong was next 
with
22 points, Ralph Sliger 
added 11
Clayton Hargrove 13 and Ken
Miller 12
Calloway will travel to South
Marshall to take on the Rebels
Tuesday night.
Calloway 22 41 62 96
Phil= 9 23 
35 45
Calloway (96 Sheer 15. Milier 12,
(ainruneuun 2, Key 26, Hargrove
13, Haneline 2. Joseph 2, 'Arm-
strong 22, Lamb 1.
Fulton City 46),( Armstrong
Pirtle 6, Ruddle 7, Pittman
Pickard 7, °argue 4.
Man -
in the know
keeps you
on the go!
`itu can put confidence in your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil
Dealer. He cares. And he backs
this up with expert knowledge on
proper car care. He is thorough,
accurate; conscientious, reliable
—you can count on 11-=: —
Your Ashland Oil Dealer offers
you superior products, too—like
Valvoline Motor Oil and Ashland
Vitalized Gasoline.
So drive in and see your Good
Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer. All
the "little extras" in his service
put "extra go" in your cart
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
feAl.
5.
If
